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I NTRODUCTION
The Regional Intergovernmental Council (the Council) serves local governments within the four‐county
region of Boone, Clay, Kanawha and Putnam Counties. One of 11 regional planning and development
councils located within the State of West Virginia, the Council provides an array of services which
support economic development, planning and inter‐governmental cooperation.
The mission of the Council is twofold: to provide a mechanism for dealing with planning and
development issues on a multi‐jurisdictional or regional basis, and to provide a local resource to assist
local units of government, especially those which are too small to maintain staffs for grant writing and
planning.
At the request of the State, the Council has facilitated the development of a regional broadband
strategic plan (strategic plan). In order to develop the plan, a Regional Broadband Planning Team (RBPT)
was created with representatives from government, healthcare, education, and the private sector. The
Council would like to thank all of the team members who volunteered their time and resources to make
this a successful project. The goal of the project was to outline the current broadband environment,
make recommendations for expanding and enhancing broadband in the region, and to provide
strategies to state and local governments for implementation.

RBPT M EM B E R S


Danny Brown – Clay County Schools



Thomas Hanson – Boone County Schools



Scott Terry – University of Charleston



Eugene Stowers – WV State University



Lynn Brookshire – Charleston Area Medical Center



Steve Dolin – Boone Memorial Hospital



Dennis Bloss – Frontier Communications



Michael Kelemen – Suddenlink



Chris Morris – CityNet



Jeri Adkins – Charleston Area Alliance



Amanda Moore – Clay County Development Authority



Phil Halstead – WV Regional Technology Park



Mike Campbell – Kanawha County IT Department



Jerry Linkinogger – Clay County Commission



Dusty Hurley – Putnam County Commission



Peter Gallo – City of Charleston



Heather Vanater – Putnam County Development Authority



Kris Richmond – Boone County Economic and Community Development Authority



Tony Simental – Office of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Coordination
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RIC S T A F F


Mark Felton, Executive Director



Terry Martin, Project Coordinator

D E L T A D E V E L O P M E N T G R O U P , I N C . (D E L T A ) S T A F F


Rick Rossi, Senior Vice President



Diane Lizambri, Information Technology Consultant



Debbie Tollett, Senior Associate

Funding for this broadband strategic plan was provided by the West Virginia Geologic and Economic
Survey, Office of GIS Coordination (WVOGC) through a grant from the National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA) in collaboration with the Council.

P ROJECT O VERVIEW
The RBPT conducted a broadband needs assessment to ensure that it had an understanding of the
current broadband environment in Region 3. The RBPT surveyed residents and businesses throughout
the region and reviewed existing studies (e.g., Federal Communications Commission (FCC) reports, state
broadband maps, state speed test data, unserved and underserved areas, economic development plans,
and local broadband studies). With this knowledge, the RBPT outlined the region’s strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and challenges (SWOC). Next, the RBPT outlined 8 broadband strategic
objectives to help improve broadband availability, reliability, and utilization throughout the region. The
strategic objectives are outlined in this plan and include the implementation strategy necessary to
achieve each objective. The strategic plan will be provided to the State and local government for
implementation.

E XECUTIVE S UMMARY
The following matrix provides an at‐a‐glance summary of the eight (8) strategic objectives and each of
the corresponding goals defined during the strategic planning process. The summary provides a quick
review of the overall objectives and the level of effort required to implement the objectives.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

GOAL
Goal S.O.1.1: Conduct a gap analysis on existing
programs.
Goal S.O.1.2: Promote existing educational
opportunities and services.

S.O.1: Educate individuals and businesses about the
benefits and opportunities broadband offers

Goal S.O.1.3: Work with stakeholders to develop
necessary courses that are not offered.
Goal S.O.1.4: Promote discount programs and
equipment.

S.O.2: Encourage broadband providers’ involvement early in
the planning and development process.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

GOAL
Goal S.O.2.2: Develop a liaison with each broadband
provider in the area.
Goal S.O.2.3: Collaborate to identify optimal
locations for infrastructure expansion.
Goal S.O.2.4: Work with County and local planning
directors to ensure that broadband infrastructure is
included in their comprehensive plans.
Goal S.O.2.5: Work with County and local planning
directors to incorporate the provision of broadband
infrastructure in current planning policy as
appropriate.
Goal S.O.2.6: Partner with local governments and
economic development organizations to advance
public funding requests.
Goal S.O.3.1: Identify legislative issues.

S.O.3: Advocate and support changes to legislation that
affect broadband availability and development through
outreach to local officials.

Goal S.O.3.2: Develop position papers and outreach
strategy.
Goal S.O.3.3: Meet with local, state, and federal
officials.
Goal S.O.4.1: Inventory households and businesses.
Goal S.O.4.2: Aggregate demand.
Goal S.O.4.3: Engage broadband provider
community.

S.O.4: Support/advocate broadband services to un‐served
areas in the Region.

Goal S.O.4.4: Monitor and support the
implementation of disruptive technologies to
provide broadband to unserved areas.

Goal S.O.4.5: Discuss opportunity with the State.

Goal S.O.4.6: Engage foundations for assistance.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

GOAL
Goal S.O.4.7: Consider municipal or P3 options.
Goal S.O.5.1: Engage broadband providers.
Goal S.O.5.2: Support local school districts and the
Department of Education goal to achieve the
following recommended speed criteria:

S.O.5: Advance the recommendation of increasing the
state’s minimum speed standards to 20 mbps down/5 mbps
up by 2015.




2014 – 100mbps per 100 students
2017 – 100mbps per 100 students

Goal S.O.5.3: Encourage build‐out of a major fiber
backbone in the Region to support expansion of
broadband.
Goal S.O.5.4: Coordinate with the state.
Goal S.O.5.5: Engage cable franchises.
Goal S.O.5.6: Engage new broadband providers.

S.O.6: Identify and monitor funding and financing sources to
support implementation of broadband strategy.

Goal S.O.6.1: Develop a comprehensive funding
strategy.
Goal S.O.6.2: Implementation of the funding
strategy.
Goal S.O.7.1: Assess the availability of broadband
services to existing and planned business parks,
commercial centers, and designated growth areas.
Goal S.O.7.2: Prioritize inventory of existing and
planned business parks, commercial centers, and
designated growth areas for broadband expansion.

S.O.7: Identify and market growth areas to support
economic development and broadband expansion.

Goal S.O.7.3: Encourage statewide policy decisions
to facilitate broadband expansion.
Goal S.O.7.4: Leverage local incentives to attract
private investment in broadband expansion.
Goal S.O.8.1: identify possible Wi‐Fi project areas.
Goal S.O.8.2: Formulate a strategy to provide
support for addressing Wi‐Fi service gaps.

S.O.8: Support implementation of Wi‐Fi technology
throughout downtown and urban areas.

Goal S.O.8.3: Educate local leaders and constituents
about the importance and benefits of Wi‐Fi.
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R EGIONAL O VERVIEW
S O C I O E C O NO M I C P R O F I L E
The socioeconomic characteristics of a region provide some insight into the potential utilization rates
and the potential functional uses of broadband services. A recent study published by the U.S.
Department of Commerce, Exploring the Digital Nation: Computer and Internet Use at Home (2011),
found that households in rural areas of the United States and households with lower incomes and less
education are less likely to have computers and utilize broadband services than households in urban
areas and those with higher incomes and higher education levels. The study also concluded that
households with younger school‐age children are more likely to have computers and utilize broadband
services. The following pages present a profile of each of the four Region 3 counties in comparison to
West Virginia and the continental United States.
POPULATION
With population declines in three of its four counties, Region 3 has fallen well below national and
statewide growth rates, primarily due to its centralized seclusion within the valleys of the Appalachian
Mountains and its distance to an urban center, with the exception of Kanawha County which is home to
the State’s capital Charleston, WV. As shown in Table 1, Putnam County outpaces West Virginia state
growth rates and is in alignment with the national average. As shown in Table 1, Putnam County is
leading the region in growth. Clay County experienced a loss of slightly over 9% of its population
between the years of 2000 to 2010, followed by Boone and Kanawha Counties with a population loss of
3.5% during the same period. Figure 1, below, shows the specific locations where population change
was experienced within the region. The potential for growth in portions of Region 3 may be an incentive
to broadband providers, and the increased demand that it creates for broadband services can encourage
competitive broadband options and carriers.
Table 1 – Region 3 Population Trends
Area

2000
(Actual)

2010
(Actual)

2012
2017
(Estimated) (Projected)

Change
2000 to
2010

Change 2012
to 2017
(Projected)

Boone County

25,535

24,629

24,658

24,181

‐3.5%

‐1.9%

Clay County

10,330

9,386

9,548

9,480

‐9.1%

‐0.7%

Kanawha County

200,073

193,063

192,967

191,778

‐3.5%

‐0.6%

Putnam County

51,589

55,486

56,718

59,106

7.6%

4.2%

1,808,344

1,852,994

1,875,033

1,907,313

2.5%

1.7%

279,583,437

306,675,006

311,019,603

321,777,839

9.7%

3.5%

West Virginia
Continental U.S.
Source: ESRI
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Figure 1 – Population Change 2011 to 2016 (by Census Block Group)

Source: ESRI
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AGE
The concentration of residents between the ages of 15 and 64 is relatively consistent in all four counties
in Region 3, and is in line with the national and statewide concentrations. The senior population within
the region is slightly lower than the state, yet higher than the national percentages. Kanawha County
has the highest percentage of seniors, with a concentration of 16.7% who are over the age of 65. This is
in line with the statewide concentrations of 16.6% of the population being over the age of 65. Table 2
presents the details of the age group concentrations.
Table 2 – Region 3 Comparative Age Distribution (2012 Estimated)
Age

Boone
County

Clay
County

Kanawha
County

Putnam
County

West
Virginia

Continental
U.S.

0‐4

6.2%

6.1%

5.6%

6.0%

5.6%

6.5%

5‐9

6.4%

6.5%

5.7%

6.8%

5.7%

6.5%

10 ‐ 14

6.5%

6.9%

5.7%

7.0%

5.8%

6.6%

15 ‐ 24

11.0%

11.3%

11.4%

10.4%

12.6%

13.9%

25 ‐ 34

11.6%

11.0%

12.4%

11.6%

12.1%

13.5%

35 ‐ 44

13.9%

13.1%

12.3%

14.1%

12.4%

12.9%

45 ‐ 54

14.9%

15.0%

15.4%

15.8%

14.4%

14.1%

55 ‐ 64

15.3%

14.4%

14.7%

13.9%

14.9%

12.3%

65 ‐ 74

8.2%

8.7%

8.7%

8.5%

9.4%

7.5%

75 ‐ 84

4.5%

5.3%

5.8%

4.5%

5.2%

4.2%

85 +

1.5%

1.7%

2.2%

1.4%

2.0%

1.9%

Source: ESRI

INCOME
As shown in Table 3 and in Figure 2, in 2000, households in Putnam County had higher median incomes
than those in other portions of Region 3, as well as West Virginia. With an estimated median household
income of $51,957 in 2012, the gap between the median household income in Putnam County and the
continental U.S. was slightly over $1,800, with a gap of over $11,000 between Putnam County and West
Virginia. Median household incomes in Clay County and Boone County increased by over 30% between
2000 and 2012, yet were significantly lower than the continental U.S. median income in 2012. The
median household income in Kanawha County was estimated at $38, 671 in 2012, and lags behind all
the other counties within the region and the continental U.S for income growth from 2000 to 2012. Clay
County has the lowest estimated annual household income of $29,965 for 2012, which is over $20,000
less than the nation average.
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Table 3 – Median Household Income Trends
2000
(Actual)

2012
(Estimated)

2017
(Projected)

Change 2000
to 2012

Change 2012
to 2017

Boone County

$25,671

$34,420

$39,718

34.1%

15.4%

Clay County

$22,397

$29,965

$33,638

33.8%

12.3%

Kanawha County

$33,835

$38,671

$45,083

14.3%

16.6%

Putnam County

$42,075

$51,957

$56,974

23.5%

9.7%

West Virginia

$20,680

$37,003

$42,680

78.9%

15.3%

Continental U.S.

$42,119

$50,098

$56,822

18.9%

13.4%

Source: ESRI

Figure 2 – Income Gap Trends (Compared to Continental U.S.)
$5,000
$0
Continental U.S.

Boone County

‐$5,000

Clay County
‐$10,000

Kanawha County

‐$15,000

Putnam County
West Virginia

‐$20,000

Continental U.S.

‐$25,000
2000 (Actual)

2012
(Estimated)

2017
(Projected)

Source: ESRI

EDUCATION
The level of educational attainment in Putnam County and Kanawha County is higher than that in other
Region 3 counties, as well as West Virginia. Fourteen percent of Putnam County’s residents have at least
a bachelor’s degree, and 7% have graduate degrees. Boone County and Clay County both exhibit a clear
divide upon completion of high school or GED attainment, whereas they lead the region in high school
graduates yet fall behind the statewide and national averages of individuals to pursue higher education.
The concentration of individuals with higher levels of educational attainment in two of the four counties
within Region 3 is also an indicator of potential increased demand for broadband services.
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Table 4 – Educational Attainment (Population Age 25+)
Level of Attainment

Boone
County

Clay
County

Kanawha
County

Putnam
County

West
Virginia

Continental
U.S.

No schooling completed

0.8%

1.1%

0.5%

0.4%

0.7%

1.1%

Nursery to 4th grade

0.5%

0.6%

0.4%

0.1%

0.5%

0.9%

5th and 6th grade

1.5%

3.1%

0.9%

0.5%

1.1%

1.9%

7th and 8th grade

7.2%

6.2%

2.8%

2.3%

4.7%

2.5%

9th grade

4.5%

4.5%

2.5%

2.1%

3.0%

2.0%

10th grade

6.6%

3.8%

2.8%

2.3%

3.8%

2.5%

11th grade

4.8%

3.0%

2.9%

2.2%

3.2%

2.6%

12th grade, no diploma

1.4%

0.8%

1.4%

1.5%

1.5%

2.0%

47.5%

49.4%

38.6%

37.4%

41.4%

29.3%

Some college, less than 1
year

4.3%

2.6%

5.7%

8.7%

5.7%

6.3%

Some college, 1 or more
years, no degree

9.1%

7.9%

12.8%

11.4%

11.6%

14.0%

Associate's degree

3.8%

6.7%

5.7%

7.2%

5.7%

7.4%

Bachelor's degree

5.3%

5.7%

13.9%

14.7%

10.4%

17.4%

Master's degree

2.3%

3.5%

5.8%

7.0%

4.7%

7.0%

Professional school degree

0.4%

0.8%

2.6%

1.4%

1.3%

1.9%

Doctorate degree

0.0%

0.2%

0.7%

0.7%

0.7%

1.1%

High school graduate, GED,
or alternative

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2005‐2009 American Community Survey
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EMPLOYMENT
According to data obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Local Employment Dynamics, there were
143,862 jobs in Region 3 in 2011, 80% of which were
located in Kanawha County, 6% in Boone County, 1% in
Figure 3 – Distribution of Jobs in Region 3
Clay County, and 13% in Putnam County. This number
Boone
of jobs represents an increase of 0.5% between 2006
County
6%
Clay
and 2011, with Boone County experiencing an increase
Putnam
County
County
of over 21%, an 8.6% increase in Clay County, an
1%
13%
increase of 1.8% in Putnam County, and a decrease of
1% in Kanawha County.
As shown in Table 5, Kanawha County is clearly the
regional center for public and private sector services
Kanawha
with its largest concentrations of employment in the
80%
Health Care and Social Assistance (18.5%), Retail (11.4%),
and Public Administration (11.3%) sectors. Mining,
(143,862 Total Jobs in 2011)
Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction is the largest
industry sector in Boone County, comprising over 40%
Source: Local Employment Dynamics – On the Map
of its employment base, followed by the Health Care
and Social Assistance sector (10.6%) and the Educational Services sector (8.7%). The Mining, Quarrying,
and Oil and Gas Extraction sector makes up 21.7% of Clay County’s employment base, followed closely
by The Health Care and Social Assistance sector (19.8%) and the Educational Services sector (18.8%).
Putnam County has the most diverse economic base with the Manufacturing, Retail, and Construction
sectors as its three largest sectors, making up 11.3%, 10.9%, and 10.3% of its total employment,
respectively.
Table 5 – Region 3 Comparative Industry Mix by County (2011)
Boone
County

Clay
County

0.1%

0.2%

0.1%

0.4%

40.7%

21.7%

2.5%

0.3%

Utilities

0.6%

0.5%

0.9%

4.5%

Construction

2.5%

4.4%

4.5%

10.3%

Manufacturing

2.2%

2.0%

4.2%

11.3%

Wholesale Trade

1.0%

1.6%

4.3%

7.5%

Retail Trade

8.4%

6.9%

11.4%

10.9%

Transportation and Warehousing

3.9%

8.9%

3.1%

6.1%

Information

0.5%

0.2%

2.3%

2.2%

Finance and Insurance

2.0%

2.5%

4.7%

2.7%

Real Estate and Rental and Leasing

0.2%

0.3%

1.2%

1.6%

Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services

1.9%

0.5%

5.3%

4.9%

Industry Sector

Kanawha
County

Putnam
County

Total Employment
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting
Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction
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Boone
County

Clay
County

Management of Companies and Enterprises

0.5%

0.7%

1.3%

1.8%

Administration & Support, Waste Management and Remediation

5.9%

0.9%

6.0%

4.9%

Educational Services

8.7%

18.9%

5.9%

7.0%

10.6%

19.8%

18.5%

8.7%

Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation

0.4%

0.0%

0.9%

1.5%

Accommodation and Food Services

3.3%

3.2%

8.3%

8.2%

Other Services (excluding Public Administration)

2.5%

3.2%

3.3%

2.9%

Public Administration

4.1%

3.7%

11.3%

2.1%

Industry Sector

Health Care and Social Assistance

Kanawha
County

Putnam
County

Source: Local Employment Dynamics – On the Map
= Top 3 Industry Sectors

As shown in Figure 4, the majority of Region 3’s business activity is concentrated in Kanawha and
Putnam Counties, with high concentrations in the Charleston Area and along the major transportation
corridors throughout the region.
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Figure 4 – Locations of Businesses in Region 3

Source: ESRI Business Analyst
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INFLOW AND OUTFLOW OF WORKERS
The labor force in a geographic area consists of three types of workers: (1) workers who live outside the
area and commute to the area to work (inflow of workers); (2) workers who live and work in the area;
and (3) workers who live in the area and commute outside the area to work (outflow of workers). The
extent to which the skills of an area’s workforce are matched to the jobs that are present in the area is
an indicator of the area’s employment/labor force efficiencies. As shown in Figure 5 below, although
the sizes of their labor forces vary significantly, the efficiencies in Putnam and Boone Counties are
relatively similar and similar percentages of residents in Putnam, Clay, and Boone Counties commute to
other areas to work, 47%, 50%, and 47%, respectively. While Kanawha County’s percentage of workers
who live and work in the County is similar to that in Putnam and Boone Counties, only 16% of its labor
market commutes outside the county to work; however 45% of its labor market consists of workers who
live outside the county and commute in to work. The high regional concentration of jobs in Kanawha
County is likely the reason for the inflow of workers into the County. With a total labor market of 3,585
workers, half of Clay County’s labor market is made up of county residents who commute outside the
county to work. Half of the jobs located in the Clay County are filled by county residents and half are
filled by workers who commute into the county.
Figure 5 – Employment/Labor Force Efficiencies (Inflow/Outflow of Workers)

Putnam (Total Labor Market = 34,785)

19%

Kanawha (Total Labor Market = 137,856)

45%

Clay (Total Labor Market = 3,585)

Boone (Total Labor Market = 15,864)

15%

100%
Inflow of Workers

39%

25%

80%

60%

40%

Workers Live/Work in County

‐47%

34%

‐16%

‐50%

25%

‐47%

37%
20%

0%

‐20%

‐40%

‐60%

Outflow of Workers

Source: Local Employment Dynamics – On the Map

Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 on the following pages show where residents in each of Region’s counties work.
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Figure 6 –Boone County Inflow and Outflow of Workers (2011)

Source: Local Employment Dynamics – On the Map
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Figure 7 – Clay County Inflow and Outflow of Workers (2011)

Source: Local Employment Dynamics – On the Map
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Figure 8 – Kanawha County Inflow and Outflow of Workers (2011)

Source: Local Employment Dynamics – On the Map
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Figure 9 – Putnam County Inflow and Outflow of Workers (2011)

Source: Local Employment Dynamics – On the Map
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R EG I O N 3

A key consideration in developing a regional broadband strategy is to gain an understanding of where
economic growth is expected to occur in the region. This information can help to shape priorities in a
broadband strategy, and can also help broadband providers to prioritize their investments in broadband
infrastructure ensuring their investments are aligned with local growth priorities. The RBPT reviewed
available information from the West Virginia Development Office of business and industrial parks, sites,
and buildings in each county. The following table provides an overview of the information obtained. This
information can serve as a starting point in developing and implementing the broadband strategies.
Table 6 – Region 3: Business and Industrial Parks Sites and Buildings
Type

Name

City

County

Industrial Site

Wash Branch Site

Danville

Boone

Industrial Site

Blacks Site

Madison

Boone

Business/Industrial Park

Forks‐Of‐Coal Industrial Park

Alum Creek

Kanawha

Business/Industrial Park

Peerless Industrial Park

St. Albans

Kanawha

Business/Industrial Park

NorthGate Business Park

Charleston

Kanawha

Business/Industrial Park

Washington Heights Business Park

Charleston

Kanawha

Business/Industrial Park

South Charleston Industrial Park

South Charleston

Kanawha

Business/Industrial Park

WV Regional Technology Park

South Charleston

Kanawha

Industrial Building

Rex Building

Charleston

Kanawha

Industrial Building

Owens Industrial Park Building 3

Charleston

Kanawha

Industrial Building

Fidelity Building

Charleston

Kanawha

Industrial Building

Old 84 Lumber Site

St. Albans

Kanawha

Industrial Building

Shelton's Fas Chek

Belle

Kanawha

Industrial Building

Cross Lanes Exit I‐64 Building

Cross Lanes

Kanawha

Industrial Building

Sam's Club

Cross Lanes

Kanawha

Industrial Site

Handley Site

Handley

Kanawha

Industrial Site

Worley Site

Charleston

Kanawha

Industrial Site

Ronald Lane Site

Charleston

Kanawha

Industrial Site

Mink Shoals Site

Charleston

Kanawha

Office Building

Cross Lanes Exit I‐64 Building

Cross Lanes

Kanawha

Office Building

The Technology Building

Charleston

Kanawha

Office Building

Washington Street Office Complex

Charleston

Kanawha

Office Building

McJunkin Headquarters Building

Charleston

Kanawha

Office Building

Verizon Call Center

Charleston

Kanawha

Office Building

Hamilton Building

Charleston

Kanawha
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Type

Name

City

County

Office Building

Professional Building

Charleston

Kanawha

Office Building

Kanawha Valley Building

Charleston

Kanawha

Office Building

Clendenin Business Center

Clendenin

Kanawha

Office Building

Shelton's Fas Chek

Belle

Kanawha

Office Building

City Center East

Charleston

Kanawha

Office Building

Kanawha Valley Operations Center

Dunbar

Kanawha

Office Building

Pinnacle Center (Formally Stone & Thomas
Building)

Charleston

Kanawha

Office Building

Upper Kanawha Valley Technology
Community Building

Montgomery

Kanawha/Fayette

Business/Industrial Park

Teays Valley Business and Industrial Park

Scott Depot

Putnam

Business/Industrial Park

Putnam Business Park

Fraziers Bottom

Putnam

Industrial Building

Kanawha Valley Distribution Center

Nitro

Putnam

Industrial Building

Allied Warehousing Services Building

Nitro

Putnam

Industrial Building

Kanawha Manufacturing Buffalo Plant

Eleanor

Putnam

Industrial Building

Central Van & Storage Building

Poca

Putnam

Industrial Building

Former Tri‐State/Ward Trucking Terminal

Hurricane

Putnam

Industrial Site

Henderson Site

Hurricane

Putnam

Industrial Site

Solco Site

Buffalo

Putnam

Office Building

Ames Building

Teays Valley

Putnam

Office Building

Big Bear

Teays Valley

Putnam

Source: West Virginia Development Office and the Council

BOONE COUNTY


Boone County achieved Certified Development Community status in 2011 and continues to
assist small business development and new entrepreneurs.



The county development office has listed an 11.3 acre site with easy access off U.S. Route 119
on the WV Development Office’s industrial site web page and is working on listing other
potential development locations in close proximity to the 4‐lane highway. Presently, the site is
being looked at as a possible location for a new campus of Southern WV Community College.
Another site along this corridor is being considered for a training center for the Office of Miners’
Health, Safety and Training. There is also potential for development at the Thornville site, which
is considered a potential prime location for a motel or automobile dealership.
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KANAWHA COUNTY


Kanawha County’s comprehensive plan states as one of its primary objectives to “Encourage
development along existing transit corridors, near a range of transit alternatives, close to
employment centers, and on rehabilitated brownfield sites, where appropriate.”



The County’s most recent urban development has taken place along the Kanawha River Valley
and adjacent areas because they are the most accessible and buildable sites for development.



Strip commercial developments have opened and are expanding along U.S. Route 119 (Corridor
G), south of Charleston.



Sites formerly used for surface or strip mining, quarries, gravel pits, and transitional areas will be
reclaimed in the next decade and represent a tremendous opportunity to satisfy existing and
future market demand for new large‐scale development.



Development of the Northgate Business Park is planned to attract high‐tech Research and
Development jobs.

PUTNAM COUNTY


Phase 1 of Putnam Business Park has 25 acres remaining that are available for sale; Phase II has
in excess of 45 acres for potential development. The extension of utilities into the new section
of the planned development increases the availability of developed sites for future prospects.



A new planned unit development (PUD) known as Devonshire is well underway with several
apartment and townhomes already constructed.



On the north side of the I‐64‐Hurricane exit, a new 48‐unit senior housing project is underway
bringing new growth and development to the area.

CLAY COUNTY


While no information was available that identified any priority development locations in Clay
County, the County provides resources to small businesses and also for conducting feasibility
studies related to the development projects.

B R O A D B A ND P L A N N I N G I M P L I C A T I O N S
Even though Region 3 as a whole experienced a decline in population over the past decade, strong
population growth in Putnam County and strong job growth in Boone and Clay counties are solid
indicators of opportunities for growth. Access to affordable and reliable broadband service is essential
to sustaining growth trends, and also plays a significant role in the attractiveness of the area to
residential and commercial developers and to businesses looking to expand or relocate to the area.
Factors such as the quality of life in the area and a comparatively low cost of living, coupled with the
region’s transportation corridors make the region attractive for both residential and business growth.
Population and business growth will increase demand for broadband services in the region. In addition,
as higher education institutions transition from traditional classroom settings and increase their online
education options, the demand for broadband coverage will increase to meet the needs of students in
neighborhoods throughout the region. Ensuring that broadband infrastructure and redundancies are in
place in priority areas with affordable, reliable broadband service is critical for economic development.
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F INDINGS

Through the analysis and independent research conducted by the RBPT, the following key assessment
findings have been assembled from county, regional, state, and federal surveys, studies, data sources,
and reports. The RBPT reviewed best practices for sustainable adoption and increased utilization of high‐
speed broadband that were successfully implemented in other states. In some cases, high‐speed
broadband initiatives were a priority consideration, paramount to critical infrastructure such as roads,
electricity, and water. Through the research, it was discovered that in order to provide fast, reliable
access to underserved and unserved rural communities, motivation must exist for broadband and
telecommunication providers to invest large capital expenditures. In other words, demand must be
present in order to supply the need.
The majority of consumers surveyed, both residents and businesses, indicated an overwhelming need to
have reliable, robust broadband capabilities that are essential to the daily operation of their businesses,
and necessary to take advantage of online education and healthcare services. Online bill pay,
entertainment, and communications were also noted as key factors for wanting access to broadband
Internet. Additionally, based on both the regional and state speed test results, broadband speeds as
defined by the FCC are not being met with the current technology and infrastructure that exists in
Region 3 and throughout the state.

WEST VIRGINIA BROADBAND COVERAGE
The West Virginia Broadband Mapping Program (WVBMP) worked with broadband providers
throughout the state to map broadband availability information. The map below provides an overview
of the number of Broadband Internet Providers servicing Region 3 (see Figure 10 or Appendix A).
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Figure 10 – Number of Broadband Providers
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WEST VIRGINIA UNSERVED BROADBAND ANALYSIS
The State of West Virginia used various criteria to classify areas as unserved by existing broadband
providers into three main categories: Type 1, Type 2/Type 2 Priority, and Type 3. The Types are defined
in the following manner:
Type 1
A Type 1 unserved area is an area in which broadband may be deployed by service providers in an
economically feasible manner.
Type 2 and Type 2 Priority
A Type 2 unserved area is an area in which broadband may be deployed by broadband service providers
and other entities in an economically feasible manner, provided some form of public money is made
available.
Type 2 Priority is an unserved area with population centers that should be targeted for grant funding.
These areas have a higher likelihood of utilizing broadband service.
Type 3
A Type 3 unserved area is an area in which, at present, cable or wire‐line broadband cannot be deployed
in an economically feasible manner, and an intermodal approach employing other technologies, such as
satellite and wireless, is required to provide that area with high‐speed Internet access.
These areas were determined using a methodology developed by the state, which included analyzing
various factors such as population density, population age, income, and proximity to existing networks.
Each category was weighted on a scale indicating the likelihood to receive broadband service. See
Appendix A to view a map of the typed areas in Region 3.
The RBPT took the Type layers provided by the state and cross‐referenced them with the West Virginia
statewide 911 addressing data point layers (i.e., list of all addressed facilities in the state) to determine
the number of facilities within each unserved type. Table 7 provides an overview of the analysis and
Figure 11 maps the results.
Table 7– Unserved Areas by County, Type and Region
Classification

Boone

Clay

Kanawha

Putnam

Region

Type I

120

184

2014

215

2533

Type II

99

810

484

876

2269

310

1372

2506

1699

5887

13

88

38

25

164

542

2454

5042

2815

10853

Type II Priority
Type III
Total
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Figure 11 – State Broadband Type Descriptions
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BUSINESS BROADBAND SURVEY FINDINGS

A regional survey was conducted over a four‐month period between September 19 and January 17,
2013, with over 1,100 residents and businesses in Boone, Clay, Kanawha, and Putnam counties
participating (see Appendix B for copies of the surveys). Table 8 provides a breakdown of respondents
by county. Figure 12 maps business and residential survey respondents in Region 3. The map can also
be viewed in Appendix A.
Table 8: Survey Respondents by County
County

Residential

Business

Total

Boone

547

13

560

Clay

275

12

287

Kanawha

135

13

148

Putnam

68

12

80

Other

28

3

31

Total

1053

53

1106
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Figure 12 – Survey Respondents
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Initially, RBPT developed an outreach strategy that served as a guideline to effectively market and
distribute the surveys and to ensure the surveys were conducted successfully. The residential and
business surveys were made available to the public in numerous formats including online access through
a link provided on the Regional Intergovernmental Council’s website and on each county’s school grade
portal. Posters and flyers were developed and distributed throughout the communities, including post
cards inserted on parked vehicles at the local WalMart. Paper‐based surveys were distributed to all
libraries, community centers, and various other public agencies. The RBPT also utilized the Charleston
Area Alliance and Industrial Development Authorities for business outreach.
According to the survey results, when asked how they learned about the surveys, respondents’ top
answers were schools and post cards found on windshields. Other methods sited for learning about the
surveys included:


libraries



post offices (posters)



e‐mail



newspaper



direct mail



word of mouth



employers, and



local EDAs

The survey questions were aimed at seeking information about the characteristics of the Internet
service, such as type, provider, connection speed, availability, reliability, cost, and overall satisfaction
with the service. Examples of the residential and business survey can be found in Appendix B.
RESIDENTIAL SURVEY DATA
RBPT conducted residential survey studies throughout the four‐county area to gather critical
information to gauge availability of high‐speed Internet access that would help form the basis of a
strategic broadband planning report. A total of 1,053 residents participated in the survey, with over half
of the responses received from Boone County. The respondents most likely to answer the survey were
between the age range of 25 to 44 years old, and 77.2% of all the responses were submitted by females.
In addition to questions about the general characteristics of their Internet service, key pieces of
information were collected, including who uses the Internet in the household, if telecommuting is an
option, and other places where Internet is used outside of the home. Those who answered the survey
were largely the users of the Internet. If they used the Internet other than at home, it was either on
their cellular phone (59%), at a relative or friend’s house (49.3%), at work (45.9%), a public library
(23.8%), retail stores (14.9%), or school (13.8%).
The surveys contained a link to a speed test tool. Survey respondents were asked to take a speed test to
capture download and upload speeds. A variety of connection types were used for the speed tests,
however, over 80% of the tests were conducted on cable or DSL connections. The resultant speed test
data was integrated into the maps to achieve a more thorough picture of the areas where there is no
broadband coverage and speeds do not meet the FCC definition (4 Mbps down and 1 Mbps up).
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The following is a summary of the key findings drawn from the residential survey data, and research
conducted by the RBPT and the WVBMP.


58.1% of residents surveyed have Internet access in their home



94.4% responded that they are the primary users of their home Internet service



88.8% subscribe to either cable or DSL service



85.4% chose the connection type based on speed and availability of service



66.7% pay between $20 ‐ $59 per month for Internet



36.9% of respondents indicated that their employer allows telecommuting



77.9% of respondents that are allowed to telecommute are located in the Region



2 dominant providers service 89% of residents



Only 45.8% of residents have broadband speed according to the FCC Definition (4Mbps/1Mbps).

Figure 13 below outlines the percentage of respondents not meeting FCC speeds by broadband provider
type. See Appendix A to view respondents not meeting the FCC speed definition mapped against the
number of providers and the state priority type areas.
Figure 13 – Percentage not Meeting FCC Standard



Residential respondents indicated the top three reasons why they do not have high‐speed
Internet:
o 46.3% ‐ cost/too expensive
o 41.2% ‐ don’t own a computer
o 29.1% ‐ broadband service not available

In summary, 87.6% of residents indicated that if these concerns were addressed, they would utilize high
speed Internet service.
Table 9 summarizes the overall satisfaction of residents’ Internet connection.
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Table 9 – Overall Satisfaction with Internet Services – Residential
Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

N/A

21.2%

47.6%

17.2%

14%

0.0%

8%

40.5%

37.5%

13.8%

0.2%

Technical Support

15.8%

55%

14.7%

9%

5.5%

Reliability of Access

16.5%

49%

19.3%

14.8%

0.5%

Customer Service

17.3%

56.3%

13.8%

8.7%

4.0%

Number of Providers

17.3%

56.3%

13.8%

8.7%

4.0%

Internet Characteristics
Speed of Connection
Cost of Internet

According to the satisfaction portion of the residential survey, results indicate that the majority of
respondents are either satisfied or very satisfied with the majority of the characteristics of their current
Internet service:


68.8 % very satisfied or satisfied with the speed of their connection



70.8% are very satisfied or satisfied with technical support



65.5% are very satisfied or satisfied with reliability of access, and



73.6% are very satisfied or satisfied with customer service

However, the majority of respondents were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with the cost of internet
service and the number of provider. Two (2) Internet service providers serve 89% of the residents.
BUSINESS SURVEY DATA
The business survey study was conducted to determine the broadband usage, needs, and interests of
local businesses. A thorough analysis of the surveys revealed there is a profound need for faster, more
robust, easily accessible, and highly available high speed Internet. Additionally, the business survey
findings show significant broadband service improvements are needed within the region in order to
promote and ensure future economic growth and development.
Businesses described the availability of multiple, competing broadband provider options as not
competitive, with only one or two providers to choose from. In some cases, those that sought suitable
broadband for their location found that it was not available, which was cited as a major reason for not
having broadband service. Out of the 53 businesses that participated in the survey, 82% employed from
1 to 25 employees.
Key findings drawn from the business surveys are highlighted below.


92.2% of businesses surveyed have Internet access



2 dominant providers service 74.4% of businesses



92.7% connect to the Internet using cable, DSL, or fiber



65.1% do not allow their employees to telecommute



75% cite lack of reliability and prohibitive costs as reason for not allowing employees the option
to telecommute
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39% pay between $50‐$99 per month for service



77.3% cited a robust broadband connection as very important to their day‐to‐day operations



92.9% agree that if the broadband environment is enhanced, it would benefit their customers
and clients



Only 46.7% of businesses have broadband speed according to the FCC definition
(4Mbps/1Mbps) – See Figure 14
Figure 14 – Percentage of Businesses not Meeting FCC Standard

Businesses were asked to rate their overall satisfaction with aspects of their Internet service. Table 10
below clearly illustrates that, if they can get service, businesses are satisfied or very satisfied with the
speed of their connection, technical support, reliability, and customer service. Moreover, the resultant
survey data for businesses shows that they are satisfied with what they pay for their Internet service.
Lack of options for service providers leaves 76% of businesses with only two (2) dominant providers to
choose from.
Table 10 – Overall Satisfaction with Internet Services: Business
Very
Satisfied

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

N/A

9.3%

55.8%

23.3%

11.6%

0.0%

Cost of Internet

7%

48.8%

23.3%

14%

7%

Technical Support

14%

55.8%

18.6%

9.3%

2.3%

Reliability of Access

9.3%

51.2%

30.2%

9.3%

0.0%

Customer Service

14%

44.2%

27.9%

9.3%

4.7%

13.2%

26.3%

18.4%

28.9%

13.2%

Internet Characteristics
Speed of Connection

Number of Providers
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Business respondents indicated the top two (2) reasons why they do not have high‐speed Internet:


50% ‐ Broadband service not available



25% ‐ Cost/too expensive

If broadband availability were addressed, 86.7% of business respondents would take advantage of the
broadband service, since businesses realize how vital it is for their day‐to‐day operations.

SWOC A N A L Y S I S
After reviewing federal, state, and regional data, studies and surveys, combined with the RBPT’s
experience and knowledge, the RBPT conducted a SWOC analysis of the region’s broadband capabilities.
Figure 15 provides an overview of the top priority items in each quadrant.
Figure 15 – SWOC Analysis
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S TRATEGIC D IRECTION
The strategic direction section outlines the strategic objectives identified during the RBPT strategic
planning process. The objectives are presented in order of priority as identified by the RBPT. This is
followed by an implementation matrix that outlines the specific tasks and time frames for each strategic
objective.
Currently an organization(s) and/or funding resources have not been identified to implement the
Broadband Strategic Plan. In the following sections, the word implementers refer to any organization or
cooperative at the state or local level that decides to champion the implementation of one or all
strategic objectives. The Council will assist its members, as needed, in project planning and preparing
applications for funding.

S T R A T E G I C O B J EC T I VE S.O.1: E D U C A T E I N D I V I D U A L S
B E N E F I T S A N D O P P O R T U N I T I E S B R O A D B A ND O F F E R S

AND

BUSINESSES

ABOUT THE

It is the goal of the RBPT to increase broadband demand and utilization within the Region. Education is a
key element to successfully achieving this goal. Individuals and businesses must be willing to learn about
the benefits, opportunities, and value broadband services can bring to their daily lives in order to fully
embrace it. Developing concrete methods to address and deliver broadband educational offerings to the
community will ultimately have a positive impact on the Region’s successful social and economic growth
and development.
Largely an awareness issue, consumers must be empowered with knowledge about the advantages of
having access to broadband to increase adoption and utilization throughout the Region. Consumers
make better decisions if they are properly educated and informed about broadband technology choices
that are available to them. A broadband “adopter” understands the benefits that transformative
technologies brings to their lives, and is invested in exploring and expanding those benefits.
Non‐adopters may not understand or recognize the value of broadband, and therefore, they are at a
distinct disadvantage. Isolation from broadband creates barriers to career and educational
opportunities, health care assistance, governmental services, and social media. Potential adopters must
perceive broadband access as a way to enrich their lives. However, there are some very valid concerns
that affect a consumer’s decision to not subscribe:


Content is irrelevant and it’s a waste of time



Potential risk of exposing children to inappropriate material



A fear of having their identity stolen



Uncertainty about broadband services, availability, cost, and reliability



Unaffordable for fixed or low income families

Small business owners experience their own set of challenges connecting to broadband. These
challenges limit their capabilities for growing and diversifying business operations. Without a thorough,
working knowledge of what broadband is and how it can enhance their operations, businesses are at a
competitive disadvantage if they truly don’t understand the benefits of having access to robust
broadband services. Understanding how to capitalize on opportunities such as having an effective web
site presence, connecting with customers and suppliers, and expanding to global markets will contribute
to a business’s sustained growth. Broadband is a critical component of a successful company.
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G O A L S.O.1.1: C O N D U C T A G A P A N A L Y S I S O N E X I S T I N G P R O G R A M S :
As a facilitator of the advancement of broadband, the implementers may identify potential
opportunities and programs that will address obstacles to broadband access, raise awareness about
relevancy and affordability of connecting to high speed Internet, and help educate the community‐at‐
large about the benefits broadband brings to their lives, and the communities they live and work in.
To assess broadband educational needs throughout the Region, the implementers may conduct a gap
analysis to 1) inventory existing programs or services that provide educational value (teach digital
literacy, computer usage, online access, etc.), 2) identify relevant programs that need to be developed,
and 3) determine which organizations or groups would be able to support or develop programs.
The implementers may initially consult with credible stakeholders that are trusted in the community,
may already have relevant, broadband educational programs in place, and can provide equipment and
resources to support this effort. Potential stakeholders include:


Unemployment agencies



Non‐profit organizations



Public Service Commission of West Virginia



Libraries (WV Library Commission)



National Guard armories



Veteran’s Association



Gates Foundation



AARP



Senior centers



Broadband providers



Educators at community colleges, schools (public, private, business, charter, etc.)

G O A L S.O.1.2: P R O M O T E E X I S T I N G E D U C A T I O N A L O P P O R T U N I T I E S A N D S E R V I C E S
The implementers may partner with key constituents to promote existing educational opportunities
identified in the gap analysis designed to instruct individuals about the advantages of broadband access.
For example, the implementers may collaborate with AARP to help with outreach and training, and to
offer programs they currently use (i.e., teach older citizens about computers and how to safely get
online) to parents, rural residents, vulnerable populations, the unemployed, and low‐income families.
G O A L S.O.1.3: W O R K W I T H S T A K E H O L D E R S T O D E V E L O P N E C E S S A R Y C O U R S E S T H A T A R E
OFFERED

NOT

The implementers may collaborate with stakeholders to develop the necessary programs that provide
educational value about broadband services and are not currently offered. For example, a cyber security
course was identified by the RBPT to explain


the potential dangers of being online (hacking, phishing, spamming, etc.)



how to protect your computer with anti‐virus programs



how to limit access to the web and apply security controls for children
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To become familiar with cyber security issues and risks, the implementers may consider joining or
partnering with the Multi‐State Information Sharing and Analysis Center (MS‐ISAC). The MS‐ISAC is an
organization with a mission to improve the overall cyber security posture of state, local, territorial and
tribal governments. It was established in 2003 and evolved from a small contingent of northeast states,
expanding over the years to a national role designated by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.1
Courses should be designed to be practical, provide hands‐on training and developed to help parents,
students, and the older population.
G O A L S.O.1.4: P R O M O T E D I S C O U N T P R O G R A M S A N D E Q U I P M E N T :
One of the challenges the region faces is increasing the broadband take rate in economically depressed
areas and low‐income households. West Virginia's take rate is currently 59%. The take rate is the
number of people who have broadband available to them and procure the service.
According to the survey results, regardless of broadband availability in certain areas, the top two
reasons cited for not having broadband Internet service were (1) cost for broadband is prohibitive for
most households, and (2) no access to a computer. As part of the overarching goals of the education
strategic objective, the implementers may take the lead in identifying, participating, and promoting
existing programs designed to provide affordable computer equipment and reduced‐rate broadband
services for struggling, low‐income families.
To begin, the implementers may collaborate with local broadband provider companies to develop a
voucher program that incentivizes consumer participation. It is recommended that the technical
assistance and funding of the voucher program be the primary responsibility of the provider.
In addition, the implementers may want to monitor the following programs for future availability and
funding opportunities:
Connect2Compete – is a national, nonprofit organization of public‐private partnerships. The FCC
announced the creation of this program in October 2011 and identified its mission of helping Americans
improve their lives by becoming digitally literate. It began as a pilot project in California, but has
expanded throughout the country in 2012, and will ultimately be available for all 50 states by late 2013.
This program is designed to help organizations promote and advance the adoption of high speed
Internet by making it accessible and affordable for low‐income families. However, the low‐cost Internet
service and computer offer is not available within the Region at this time. The organization is working to
make sure Connect2Compete reaches communities throughout the country in the coming year. To
follow Connect2Compete’s progress, the implementers may periodically monitor the organization's
website at www.connect2compete.org. More information will be available in the coming months.
LifeLine Broadband Pilot Program – is another FCC initiative that was created to help low‐income
families receive basic telephone service. Earlier this year, a number of ISPs were awarded funding to
participate in the pilot program that is currently undergoing modernization reforms to extend LifeLine
discounts to broadband services for certain customers and promote digital literacy.

1

http://msisac.cisecurity.org/about/
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This program’s goal is to study the effects of varying subsidy amounts, end user charges, access to digital
literacy, data usage limits, choices for broadband speed, access to equipment, and other important
variables that affect broadband choices. The 18‐month pilot program, which began on February 1, 2013,
includes three months to allow eligible telecommunications carriers (ETCs) to implement all necessary
back‐office functions, 12 months of subsidized broadband service, and three months for finalization of
data collection and analysis.2 This is a federally funded program that should be monitored closely for
future funding opportunities and participation of local Internet service providers that may expand the
program to the Region.3
Computer Refurbish Program – promote a program that refurbishes used computers and provides them
at a discounted price to residents and businesses. The implementers may explore the following options.


Consult with the state’s Office of Technology to determine if they are willing to provide surplus
computers to the program.



Identify and appoint an organization(s) to provide refurbishing and distribution. Potential
partners include, but are not limited to:
o Future Generations
o MissionWV
o PC’s for People
o CFY (formerly Computers for Youth)
o Microsoft Certified Refurbishers
o Create refurbishing program – develop and conduct an “IT 101” training program to
instruct students on how to build computers from donated equipment and parts. The
rebuilt computers would either be donated or a nominal charge would be assessed.

The implementers may establish an ad‐hoc team to lead and organize one or more of the efforts
outlined above. The group would be responsible for

2



reaching out to organizations to garner their support and assistance, including the Gates
Foundation for help to subsidize/train



overseeing the development of a refurbishing program



coordinating the collection, handling, and distribution of equipment



providing assistance and technical guidance to help families navigate the process



frequently reviewing and monitoring the program’s activities



promoting the program through a network of public entities (i.e., schools, libraries,
unemployment agencies, etc.)

http://www.fcc.gov/encyclopedia/low‐income‐broadband‐pilot‐program

3

Federal Communications Commission Document, accessed at http://www.fcc.gov/document/14‐projects‐chosen‐
lifeline‐broadband‐pilot‐program‐competition.
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P E R F O R M A N C E M E A S U R E S – S T R A T E G I C O B J E C T I V E S.O.1:


Number of courses provided



Number of students participating



Increases in broadband utilization, measured by predefined benchmarks to gauge success (e.g.,
FCC report measures, number of individuals utilizing reduced‐rate programs).

S T R A T E G I C O B J EC T I VE S.O.2: E N C O U R A G E

B R O A D B A ND P R O V I D ER S ’ I N V O L V E M E N T
EARLY IN THE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT PROCESS.

During the planning process, a number of opportunities where broadband infrastructure can be
introduced into existing processes were identified. In most cases, essential infrastructure is critical to
the marketability of sites in a residential or commercial subdivision. Developers meet early in the
process with local planning departments, economic development groups, and utility providers to make
sure that the infrastructure can be provided and to ensure that the needed infrastructure is included in
economic development planning. While in the past, infrastructure needs were typically focused on
water, sewer, and utilities, with advances in and increased utilization of technology in business and
personal operations, broadband infrastructure should receive equal consideration during the planning
process.
S.O.2.1: I N C L U D E B R O A D B A N D P R O V I D E R S A S E A R L Y A S P O S S I B L E I N T H E D E V E L O P M E N T
APPROVAL PROCESS.

One of the first steps required to achieve this goal is to clearly define the importance of including
broadband providers in the development planning and approval process, and the opportunities that can
be created through their involvement for both the providers and for the local community. The
implementers may meet with broadband providers to gain an understanding of their current
involvement in the early stages of the development planning process and the value that including
broadband providers can bring to the process. This information could be used by the implementers in
developing talking points for subsequent meetings with economic development organizations and
planners. During these meetings, the implementers may also identify a contact person from each
provider organization who will serve as the liaison for future communication and involvement in local
community and economic development planning processes and activities.
Understanding the coverage and capacity of each provider can be very helpful to the broadband
planning process, as well as to economic development planning. Another objective of the meetings with
broadband providers is to encourage each provider to share as much information as possible regarding
the location of current infrastructure and its capacity. This information should include both lit and dark
fiber.
With information compiled from meetings with broadband providers, the implementers may meet with
local economic development organizations and planning officials to gain a clear understanding of their
planning and approval processes and to communicate the importance of including broadband providers
as early as possible in the processes.
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The objectives of these meetings should be to (1) identify specific times/milestones in the planning
process where broadband providers should be included in the process, (2) agree upon how and when
broadband providers will be invited to participate in the process; (3) provide the contact information for
the liaison from each provider organization. In some situations, it may be appropriate to solicit provider
interest in specific development projects through the use of Requests for Proposals (RFPs), or perhaps
solicit letters of interest in very early stages of the development process.
Broadband providers, local planning departments, and economic development organizations will likely
be key partners in the implementation of this portion of the broadband strategy; therefore, the above
meetings can also be used to (1) introduce these groups to the strategy, (2) gain their buy‐in and
support for the strategy, (3) invite their participation as a partner in strategy implementation, and (4)
identify collaborative ways for the groups to participate in the strategy implementation. Funding
opportunities should be part of collaborative implementation strategies.
The implementers may also coordinate with staff members of planning departments and economic
development organizations to provide briefings their boards regarding the broadband strategy and its
importance to the region. This can help to ensure a united commitment to support the strategy’s
implementation.
G O A L S.O.2.2: D E V E L O P A L I A I S O N W I T H E A C H B R O A D B A N D P R O V I D E R I N T H E A R E A .
To maximize collaborative efforts in strategy implementation, it is important to establish primary points
of contacts from each broadband provider who will act as liaisons to planning and economic
development groups. This will ensure consistency and efficiency in the inclusionary process. The contact
information can be circulated to all regional planning and economic development groups for reference.
G O A L S.O.2.3: C O L L A B O R A T E T O I D E N T I F Y O P T I M A L L O C A T I O N S F O R I N F R A S T R U C T U R E
EXPANSION.
Broadband providers, local government officials, and planning and economic development organizations
are all stakeholders in broadband infrastructure expansion. Since all of these groups will invest in some
way in the expansion of broadband infrastructure, it is important that they collaborate in prioritizing the
optimal locations for infrastructure expansion. Strategic Objective S.O.7 provides a framework for
identifying and prioritizing optimal locations. Based on the results of Strategic Objective S.O.7, the
implementers may collaborate with providers and other stakeholders to identify these optimal
locations.
G O A L S.O.2.4: W O R K W I T H C O U N T Y A N D L O C A L P L A N N I N G D I R E C T O R S T O E N S U R E T H A T
BROADBAND INFRASTRUCTURE IS INCLUDED IN THEIR COMPREHENSIVE PLANS.

A local comprehensive plan serves as a long‐range “blueprint” for a community or region that identifies
its vision and goals for the future, and lays a foundation for future land use and policy decisions.
Including broadband in local comprehensive plans is critical to provide a basis for policy decisions
associated with the regional broadband strategy. The inclusion of broadband infrastructure in a local
comprehensive plan can also inform and enable prioritization decisions, can ensure that investments in
broadband infrastructure are made in specific areas where they will yield the greatest benefit, and
demonstrate local commitment to the strategic development and expansion of broadband
infrastructure.
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West Virginia counties and municipalities are required to update their comprehensive plans every 10
years. Counties and municipalities that are in the process of updating their comprehensive plans can
easily incorporate a broadband strategy into their updates. Counties that have recently completed
updates to their comprehensive plans can adopt an amendment to their existing plan if needed that
would include a broadband strategy.
The implementers may conduct meetings with county and municipal planning departments in Region 3
to gather information regarding existing comprehensive plans within the counties and their
municipalities, and to discuss the importance of including a broadband strategy in their comprehensive
plans.
The inclusion of broadband in a comprehensive plan can range from a simple mention of its importance
to an assessment of current broadband infrastructure, identifying priority areas for future infrastructure
and a strategy for its implementation. The strategies outlined in the RBPT Broadband Strategy can serve
as the basis for the broadband section of county and municipal comprehensive plans. The implementers
may make recommendations to local planning departments for comprehensive plan updates or
amendments. Appendix C provides examples of comprehensive plan amendments from other
municipalities, which can be provided to the planning departments for their reference.
As local planners are developing broadband plans for inclusion in their comprehensive plans, they may
require technical support to ensure that their plans are aligned with specific needs for broadband
infrastructure. The implementers may provide input and technical assistance as needed regarding
broadband infrastructure requirements to assist in the development of comprehensive plan updates.
The implementers may include partners who are subject‐matter experts with the needed technical
expertise.
G O A L S.O.2.5: W O R K W I T H C O U N T Y A N D L O C A L P L A N N I N G D I R E C T O R S T O I N C O R P O R A T E T H E
PROVISION OF BROADBAND INFRASTRUCTURE IN CURRENT PLANNING POLICY AS
APPROPRIATE.

Local planning officials can help to ensure that broadband access is a consideration in subdivision
planning for residential, commercial, and industrial development through the use of regulatory
requirements for land development. Subdivision and land development ordinances, especially in
designated growth areas, can ensure that developers provide adequate broadband infrastructure that
will support the land uses targeted for specific areas. Adequate broadband infrastructure, coupled with
the lower‐than‐average cost of doing business in the region, can also be a key factor in attracting
targeted businesses to the region.
The implementers may encourage local planning officials to amend zoning and subdivision and land
development ordinances to include broadband requirements. These amendments can include the
following types of items:


Requirements that cell towers allow for multiple users.



Inclusion of a “dig once” regulation requiring, at a minimum, infrastructure (conduit) is included
in land development. Even if it is not feasible at the time of construction to run fiber, requiring
the infrastructure at the time of development will minimize cost and inconvenience when fiber
is feasible.



Require the inclusion of dark fiber with transportation/streetscape improvements and new
roadway construction.
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Require that external provider’s investments conform to current local standards (e.g., visual
impact, restrictions regarding types of antennas and towers, deployment of antennas to existing
infrastructure such as light poles, etc.)



Require, as a condition of approval, the removal of broadband and other advanced
telecommunication towers and equipment when they are no longer needed.



Require that new or renovated residential and commercial development projects include
infrastructure components necessary to support broadband.



Require publicly subsidized developments to provide broadband connectivity and include
infrastructure components necessary to support broadband.

As local planners consider regulatory amendments to support broadband infrastructure expansion and
enhancement, they may require technical support in ensuring that ordinance revisions are aligned with
locally specific broadband infrastructure, and that they are broad enough to anticipate and
accommodate future technological advances. The implementers may provide technical assistance to
planning officials as needed in developing ordinance amendments, and therefore, should include
partners who are subject‐matter experts with the technical expertise to assist in this process.
While broadband needs and development priorities vary across the region's counties and municipalities,
there is no “one size fits all” approach to these amendments, and each county and municipality may
choose various approaches to regulating broadband infrastructure depending on their individual
economic and regulatory environments. The American Planning Association’s recent publication,
Planning and Broadband: Infrastructure, Policy, and Sustainability4, is a good resource for county and
municipal planners.
G O A L S.O.2.6: P A R T N E R W I T H L O C A L G O V E R N M E N T S A N D E C O N O M I C D E V E L O P M E N T
ORGANIZATIONS TO ADVANCE PUBLIC FUNDING REQUESTS.
A united effort among local governments, economic development organizations, and broadband
implementation organizations sends a message to funding agencies that local leaders have a common
focus and can help to positively advance applications for funding. Partnerships that use public funds to
leverage private investment can create a “win‐win” opportunity for public funding agencies and can
realize a higher return on their investment, and private entities can decrease development costs to
positively impact their bottom line. Strategic, collaborative efforts can maximize the region’s
attractiveness for funding.
The implementers may set up regular meetings of a collaborative group to identify funding
opportunities. The group could include local governments, economic development organizations, and
private‐sector entities as appropriate. It may seek to identify projects where collaborative efforts could
maximize funding opportunities to advance projects.

4

McMahon, K., Thomas, R.L. & Kaylor, C. (July 2012). Planning and Broadband Infrastructure, Policy, and
Sustainability. Chicago, IL. American Planning Association
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As funding opportunities are identified, it is likely that grant applications will require detailed
information regarding the broadband infrastructure plan and requirements, the costs involved, etc. The
implementers may assist with requirements of grant applications as related to broadband infrastructure
development to ensure that the technical aspects of the project are adequately and accurately
presented and that the project message is clear, concise, and compelling.
P E R F O R M A N C E M E A S U R E S – S T R A T E G I C O B J E C T I V E S.O.2:


The number of counties and municipalities that regularly include broadband providers in the
development planning process.



The number of new developments that provide broadband infrastructure as a standard amenity.



The number of counties and municipalities that incorporate broadband in their comprehensive
plans and regulatory ordinances.



The frequency of and participation in meetings with local governments and economic
development organizations to advance public funding requests.



The amount of funding that is secured through collaborative efforts to support broadband
infrastructure development.

S T R A T E G I C O B J EC T I VE S.O.3: A D V O C A T E

AND SUPPORT CHANGES TO LEGISLATION
T H A T A F F EC T B R O A D B A N D A V A I L A B I L I T Y A ND D E P L O Y M E N T T H R O U G H O U T R E A C H T O
L O C A L O F F IC I A L S .

The RBPT identified the need to support Broadband friendly legislation as a critical component to
expanding broadband infrastructure and utilization. The implementers may support legislation that
removes barriers to expanding infrastructure, increases the speed definition of broadband and provides
funding for broadband expansion in accordance with the goals and objectives of this strategic plan.
G O A L S.O.3.1: I D E N T I F Y L E G I S L A T I V E I S S U E S
The implementers may identify issues that require legislative support to improve the deployment and
availability of broadband throughout the region. Some of the issues identified during the planning
process included the state definition of broadband speed, simplifying/streamlining the ability of utilities
to use right‐of‐ways, and increase funding for broadband planning and implementation. The state
recently passed legislation that redefines broadband with a speed of 6 Mbps down and 1.5 Mbps up.
The implementers may also monitor local and federal legislative opportunities.
G O A L S.O.3.2: D E V E L O P P O S I T I O N P A P E R S A N D O U T R E A C H S T R A T E G Y
The implementers may develop position papers on key issues. The papers will identify the issue, the
necessary action and the benefits of the change in legislation or regulation. Position papers provide the
foundation for the outreach strategy and ensure that all supports have the same base information.
The outreach strategy should identify for each issue:


Who should receive the messages/request for help (e.g., Congressional Member, State
Legislatures, Agency Staff, County Commissioner)



Who should deliver the message



Timeline for action



Collateral material needed
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G O A L S.O.3.3: M E E T W I T H L O C A L , S T A T E A N D F E D E R A L O F F I C I A L S
The implementers may meet with key decision makers and request support for identified legislative
initiatives. The stakeholders could include, but would not be limited to, the following groups.


Local Officials



State Legislators



Congressional Representatives



State Agencies



The Council, representatives of government



Lobbying groups



WV Department of Commerce



USDA

P E R F O R M A N C E M E A S U R E S – S T R A T E G I C O B J E C T I V E S.O.3:


Number of legislative initiatives supported



Number of legislative initiatives implemented

S T R A T E G I C O B J EC T I VE S.O.4: S U P P O R T / A D V O C A T E
UNSERVED AREAS IN THE REGION.

BROADBAND SERVICES TO

Region 3 continues to have areas that are unable to receive Internet service other than through dial‐up
or satellite connectivity. This limitation can affect the quality of life (e.g., healthcare, education,
business opportunities) for residents and the competitiveness of businesses in these areas. Therefore,
the implementers may work to ensure broadband availability throughout the region.
G O A L S.O.4.1: I N V E N T O R Y H O U S E H O L D S A N D B U S I N E S S E S .
The implementers may develop an inventory of households and businesses that are unable to receive
broadband Internet services. In order to focus on unserved and underserved areas, the implementers
may use multiple sources of data:


The West Virginia statewide 911 addressing data point layers



The state's Type I, II, and III priority area maps



FCC data layer to the mapping project that shows areas that are reported as unserved by fixed
broadband, with advertised speeds of 3 Mbps down and 768 Kbps up



Address data for the RBPT survey of individuals and businesses that indicated they do not have
broadband available in their area



Areas identified in strategic objective S.O.7

Utilizing the state's Priority Type data layers and the statewide 911 addressing data points, the RBPT has
identified unserved cluster areas in each County. The implementers may target these areas for demand
aggregation as outlined in Goal S.O.4.2 below. Table 12 outlines the number of unserved and
underserved addressed facilities by County.
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Table 12 – Unserved Areas by County, Type, and Region
Classification

Boone

Clay

Kanawha

Putnam

Region

Type I

120

184

2014

215

2533

Type II

99

810

484

876

2269

Type II Priority

310

1372

2506

1699

5887

Type III

13

88

38

25

164

Total

542

2454

5042

2815

10853

G O A L S.O.4.2: A G G R E G A T E D E M A N D .
In order to demonstrate market demand, the implementers may survey the identified residents and
businesses to determine their desire to purchase broadband. The outreach may include educational
information to demonstrate the benefits of broadband. This task may be accomplished through phone
calls or a mailing. Furthermore, residents and businesses could be encouraged to sign a letter of intent
stating that if broadband is provided at a specified service level for a specified price they will purchase
the service. The information may be analyzed to determine if priority areas or regions exist.
Demand aggregation is an important step in increasing broadband availability. Broadband providers
have informed the RBPT that when making network expansion decisions the key variables that are
considered are capital improvement cost, operation cost, number of likely users, and return on
investment. Identifying early adopters and likely users will help the provider community make clear
investment decisions.
The implementers may seek funding from the State Broadband Deployment Council to assist with
demand aggregation. Demand aggregation in unserved and underserved areas is an eligible funding
activity.
G O A L S.O.4.3: E N G A G E B R O A D B A N D P R O V I D E R C O M M U N I T Y .
Once the total population and the initial level of interest have been assessed, the broadband provider
community will be engaged to identify solutions. The implementers may present the providers with an
overview of the opportunity and discuss their ability and willingness to provide services. This may be
accomplished through a provider conference or a request for information process. If no provider is
interested in committing to providing services in the identified area, the implementers may work with
the provider community to identify barriers (e.g., capital expense, technical issues) to expanding
broadband services.
G O A L S.O.4.4: M O N I T O R A N D S U P P O R T T H E I M P L E M E N T A T I O N O F D I S R U P T I V E
TECHNOLOGIES TO PROVIDE BROADBAND TO UNNERVED AREAS.
The implementers may monitor the progress of potential disruptive technologies that may have the
ability to provide broadband to unserved areas. Some of the technologies that will be monitored
include the use of white space spectrum currently utilized by broadcast companies, advancements in
broadband over power lines and increasing speed and reliability of broadband via satellite.
If these or new distribution methods prove promising the implementers may support funding efforts
and pilot programs in the region.
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G O A L S.O.4.5: D I S C U S S O P P O R T U N I T Y W I T H T H E S T A T E .
The implementers may engage the state government as a partner throughout this process and invite
them to participate in the provider outreach program. Additionally, any barriers of entry identified by
the providers may be shared with the state. The implementers may engage the state to identify
resources, funding, and assistance in the implementation and support of potential projects in unserved
and underserved areas. Furthermore, the implementers may work with the state to leverage its
Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP) investment in fiber to anchor institutions
throughout the region to determine if the new resources can benefit the unserved and underserved
areas. (See Appendix A for a map of Region 3 anchor institutions).
G O A L S.O.4.6: E N G A G E F O U N D A T I O N S F O R A S S I S T A N C E .
In addition to state and federal funding, many foundations provide assistance to bring broadband
services to unserved and underserved areas. The implementers may present the foundations with an
overview of the opportunity and discuss their ability and willingness to assist. Examples of potential
foundation partners include: GigU, Google, Cisco, and Bill and Melinda Gates.
G O A L S.O.4.7: C O N S I D E R M U N I C I P A L O R P3 O P T I O N S .
If the telecommunication community is unable to provide service once demand has been identified, the
implementers may research both municipal and public‐private partnership (P3) opportunities to meet
the demand. The implementers may need to develop a business plan that identifies capital cost,
operation cost, ownership, organizational structure, and potential partners. There are several examples
of successful models throughout the country that can be used for reference and best practices (e.g.,
Dublin, OH; Crestone, CO; Orangeburg County, SC; and Chattanooga, TN).
P E R F O R M A N C E M E A S U R E S – S T R A T E G I C O B J E C T I V E S.O.4:


Targeted communities that gain broadband access

S T R A T E G I C O B J EC T I VE S.O.5: A D V A N C E T H E R E C O M M E N D A T I O N O F I N C R E A S I N G
S T A T E ’ S M I N I M U M S P EE D S T A N D A R D S T O 20 M B P S D O W N /5 M B P S U P B Y 2015.

THE

The RBPT survey of residents and businesses indicated that 58.1% of residents and 92.2% of businesses
have Internet access. However, only 45.8% of residents and 46.7% of businesses have broadband speed
according to the FCC definition (4 Mbps/1 Mbps). Additionally, the state’s speed test shows similar
findings, with approximately 60% of respondents meeting the FCC broadband standard in the region.
Additionally, the legislature has recently passed broadband legislation that defines broadband as 6
Mbps down and 1.5 Mbps up. The RBPT believes that not only being connected but having enough
bandwidth/speed to capitalize on the modern applications available over the Internet is crucial to the
competitiveness and well being of the community. Therefore, the RBPT team has set broadband
minimum speed goals for the region.
G O A L S.O.5.1: E N G A G E B R O A D B A N D P R O V I D E R S .
The implementers may engage broadband providers and outline the region’s goals for broadband speed
and share the results of the RBPT survey and the state speed test to demonstrate that current
"broadband" offerings do not meet the state or FCC definition or the region’s expectations. The
implementers may stress that the goal is not to have these broadband speeds available in the region,
but to have the speeds available as the basic/entry‐level options for broadband services in the area.
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Once the provider community has an understanding of the goals and objectives, the implementers may
seek commitments from the providers to meet the standards. The commitments and progress will be
monitored through continued speed testing and a review of publicly available Internet offerings (e.g.,
price and speed).
Providers who are unable to commit to meeting the broadband speed goals will be engaged to
determine specific barriers to providing the desired service in the region.
G O A L S.O.5.2: S U P P O R T L O C A L S C H O O L D I S T R I C T S A N D T H E D E P A R T M E N T O F E D U C A T I O N
GOAL TO ACHIEVE THE FOLLOWING RECOMMENDED SPEED CRITERIA:


2014 – 10M B P S P E R 100 S T U D E N T S



2017 – 100M B P S P E R 100 S T U D E N T S

The implementers may coordinate with local school districts to support their efforts to meet
Department of Education speed goals. The implementers may help identify and support potential
funding opportunities to upgrade broadband services to local schools.
G O A L S.O.5.3: E N C O U R A G E B U I L D ‐ O U T O F A M A J O R F I B E R B A C K B O N E I N T H E R E G I O N T O
SUPPORT EXPANSION OF BROADBAND.
The RBPT has identified the need for a major fiber backbone as a critical resource to ensure multiple
major internet connections, increase speed, reliability and competition. There have been multiple
attempts in the past to develop the fiber backbone. The implementers may monitor potential project
and partners and support education, outreach and funding opportunities to develop the backbone.
Additionally, through strategic objective S.O.2 the implementers may support legislation that removes
impediments to the development of a major fiber backbone. The implementers may research the
possibility of the Dow Tech Park (West Virginia Regional Tech Park in South Charleston) having a major
fiber backbone. If so, they will identify who owns it and how it could be utilized.
G O A L S.O.5.4: C O O R D I N A T E W I T H T H E S T A T E .
The implementers may share potential projects with the state that would enable current providers to
meet the speed objectives. With the state's assistance, the implementers may also identify any
potential federal or state funding that could be used to support these projects. Additionally, the
implementers may work with the state to leverage its BTOP investment in fiber to anchor institutions
throughout the region to determine if the new resources can benefit speed levels in the region. The
implementers may assist entities in pursuing funding opportunities.
G O A L S.O.5.5: E N G A G E C A B L E F R A N C H I S E S .
Cable companies hold franchise agreements with county and local municipalities granting them the right
to provide service in the area. The implementers may encourage the government entities to
incorporate the above‐stated broadband speed goals in all future negotiations. The implementers may
provide initial outreach to municipalities, highlighting the importance of broadband for their citizens.
During this outreach, the implementers may benchmark current data agreements (if available) and
develop a list identifying renegotiation dates for each municipality.
The renegotiation list will be monitored and the implementers may engage the community before the
negotiations to encourage speed inclusion and determine if any assistance is needed. After the
negotiations period, the implementers may contact the municipality to document what speeds were
negotiated and to determine a time frame for implementation.
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G O A L S.O.5.6: E N G A G E N E W B R O A D B A N D P R O V I D E R S .
If incumbent providers are unable or unwilling to improve their product offerings to meet the stated
speed goals, encourage new broadband providers to enter the market and provide services in
accordance with speed goals. The implementers may identify potential target providers that currently
provide services in West Virginia or the surrounding out‐of‐state areas, but do not currently provide
service in the region. The implementers may develop a regional profile that highlights the current
economic and broadband environment to demonstrate the viability of the region. The implementers
may meet with targeted providers, share the regional profile, and gauge their willingness to service the
region. The implementers may assist in the development and support of federal and/or state funding
opportunities, where appropriate, to help new providers enter the region.
P E R F O R M A N C E M E A S U R E S – S T R A T E G I C O B J E C T I V E S.O.5:


Speed test data



Cable franchise agreements that meet speed objectives

S T R A T E G I C O B J EC T I VE S.O.6: I D E N T I F Y A N D M O N I T O R F U N D I N G A N D F I N A N C I N G
S O U R C E S T O S U P P O R T I M P L E M E N T A T I O N O F B R O A D B A ND S T R A T E G Y
A variety of funding and financing mechanisms are available at the local, state, and federal levels to
assist with the advancement of strategic planning and capital improvements initiatives. These grant,
loan, and tax incentive programs can be pursued to support the broadband strategic objectives of the
RBPT. State and federal funding can be used to advance a variety of projects, including private‐sector
real estate development, commercial and residential revitalization, providing public services, and
assisting state and local governments in developing solutions within West Virginia communities. As
funding and financing sources are identified, the implementers may monitor and vet specific funding
sources for applicability and align them with the broadband strategic plan’s priorities and initiatives,
including provisions for broadband infrastructure. The following Strategic Objective and the key goals
defined herein will serve as a guide for developing and advancing an effective funding strategy.
G O A L S.O.6.1: D E V E L O P A C O M P R E H E N S I V E F U N D I N G S T R A T E G Y
The overarching goals and objectives for the Broadband Strategic Plan may be successfully achieved if
the proper funding strategy is developed and implemented. When initially approaching a funding
strategy, costs associated with each targeted initiative must be evaluated and prioritized. Once eligible
costs are aligned with applicable programs, a comprehensive funding strategy, including a detailed
accounting of sources and uses, should be developed.
A preliminary funding overview matrix was created during the broadband strategic planning process. It
includes potential funding programs that are currently available and may be leveraged to help saturate
broadband services throughout the Region (see Resource Section). The funding overview matrix
highlights key characteristics of the programs:


type of program (grants, loans, or tax credits)



applicant’s eligibility requirements



administering agency
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eligible use(s) for the funding



matching fund requirements



timeframe for submission and award
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The implementers may review the funding overview matrix and determine which applicable programs
shall be pursued.
G O A L S.O.6.2: I M P L E M E N T A T I O N O F T H E F U N D I N G S T R A T E G Y
Upon determining the appropriate, eligible program(s) to pursue, an application with all supporting
documentation should be developed, including a concise Executive Summary. Outreach to elected
officials and other stakeholders at the local, state, and federal levels is critical to ensuring stakeholder
support for funding or financing requests.
Once applications are submitted, a collective effort must be orchestrated for stakeholders to pro‐
actively engage the administering agency, or source, to voice support for the request and encourage its
approval. If approvals are secured, facilitation and monitoring of the funds draw‐down process is
required to ensure compliance and maximize the fiscal benefit of the award. An on‐going dialogue with
all elected officials and stakeholders must be maintained throughout the process to facilitate a true
collaborative effort.
A thorough, working knowledge of the application funding process is necessary to successfully secure
funding awards. To support this level of effort, the implementers may assign a resource to monitor
funding, and prepare, submit, and track the status of the applications. Additionally, this resource could
work in a concerted effort with the implementers to continue to seek out diverse funding mechanisms
from various federal, state, and local agencies.
For example, it is possible the bonds to be issued through the West Virginia Infrastructure and Jobs
Development Council (IJDC) may include funding support for broadband as part of the overall
infrastructure development in addition to water and sewer projects. It is recommended that the
implementers monitor activity occurring within the IJDC and the bond issuance in order to take
advantage of this funding opportunity.
Other notable potential funding sources identified during the strategic planning process include the
Public Service Enterprise Group (PSEG) and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Connect
America Fund. The PSEG awarded grants that were used to purchase and install cell towers where cell
service did not previously exist (e.g., South Hills). Early 2012, it was reported that the FCC would make
$300 million available from its new Connect America fund. The Connect America fund was created
through the FCC’s reforms to the Universal Service Fund and provides money for widening broadband
access in rural areas of the country. It emphasizes subsidized broadband service, rather than wireline
service, establishing a goal of providing high‐speed broadband to all residents of the U.S. by the end of
the decade.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES:


The number of funding opportunities sought.



The amount of funding secured.
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S T R A T E G I C O B J EC T I VE S.O.7: I D E N T I F Y

AND MARKET GROWTH AREAS TO SUPPORT
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND BROADBAND EXPANSION.

A healthy, growing economy is heavily dependent upon the latest technologies and access to affordable
and reliable broadband infrastructure is often a key criterion in business decisions when a company is
looking to relocate to an area. To ensure that implementation of the RBPT broadband strategy supports
regional growth priorities, it is important that local priorities are considered in its implementation.
G O A L S.O.7.1: A S S E S S T H E A V A I L A B I L I T Y O F B R O A D B A N D S E R V I C E S T O E X I S T I N G A N D
PLANNED BUSINESS PARKS, COMMERCIAL CENTERS, AND DESIGNATED GROWTH AREAS
The implementers may conduct a more thorough inventory of existing and planned business and
industrial parks, sites, and buildings, as well as locally designated growth areas. These areas should
include brownfield sites and post‐mining sites. The background section of this report provides a
foundation for this inventory with the identification of growth areas and the current priority economic
development sites for infrastructure expansion and enhancements. The implementers may use this
information as a starting point to engage partners as appropriate and develop a regional inventory of
growth area priorities. Partners for this task should include county and municipal planners and
economic development organizations.
G O A L S.O.7.2: P R I O R I T I Z E I N V E N T O R Y O F E X I S T I N G A N D P L A N N E D B U S I N E S S P A R K S ,
COMMERCIAL CENTERS AND DESIGNATED GROWTH AREAS FOR BROADBAND EXPANSION
The implementers may develop criteria for prioritizing infrastructure development in areas without
broadband access. While individual counties and municipalities each have priority growth areas and
economic development sites, a regional strategy should collaboratively synthesize these priorities into
an overall strategy for the region. As with the inventory referenced above, local planning departments
and economic development organizations should play key roles in this process. Potential prioritization
criteria could include things such as;


Traffic counts



Physical characteristics



Zoning



Property ownership



Potential return on investment



Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) Site



Economic impact



Access to:
o Water/sewer infrastructure
o Technology infrastructure
o Natural gas/energy
o Utilities



Proximity to:
o Workforce
o Retail amenities
o Recreation amenities
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Rail transportation
Air transportation
Major transportation corridors
Business & industry cluster

The implementers may use the criteria developed above to rate and prioritize broadband infrastructure
investment. The regional prioritization of the growth areas and sites can guide the implementation of
the broadband strategy to ensure the areas and sites that can have the greatest impact on the regional
economy and are among the first efforts in the expansion of broadband infrastructure in the region.
G O A L S.O.7.3: E N C O U R A G E S T A T E W I D E P O L I C Y D E C I S I O N S T O F A C I L I T A T E B R O A D B A N D
EXPANSION
The implementers may meet with the West Virginia Department of Transportation to encourage the
“dig once” philosophy with future highway improvements and/or expansion and should include the
installation of dark fiber as part of these improvements. It should be noted that a bill (H.B. 2205) was
introduced in the WV House for consideration during the last legislative session that would require the
“inclusion of broadband transmission lines concomitant with the construction of new roads”. While the
bill was left in committee during the last session, it will likely be reintroduced in the next session.
G O A L S.O.7.4: L E V E R A G E L O C A L I N C E N T I V E S T O A T T R A C T P R I V A T E I N V E S T M E N T I N
BROADBAND EXPANSION
The implementers may also collaborate with local governments and economic development
organizations to identify potential private investors in broadband infrastructure. In a growing economy,
incentives could potentially be offered to private companies who are considering locating or expanding
in the Region. These private companies could potentially invest in broadband infrastructure with local
incentives designed to subsidize development costs and encourage location in priority growth areas.
P E R F O R M A N C E M E A S U R E S – S T R A T E G I C O B J E C T I V E S.O.7:


Increased number of business that gain access to competitive broadband services



The number of targeted growth areas and sites that gain access to adequate broadband services



The number and frequency of surveys conducted

S T R A T E G I C O B J EC T I VE S.O.8: S U P P O R T I M P L E M E N T A T I O N O F
THROUGHOUT DOWNTOWN AND URBAN AREAS.

W I ‐F I T E C H N O L O G Y

Wireless Internet (Wi‐Fi) is a popular technology that allows electronic devices to connect to the
Internet and exchange data wirelessly.5 Ubiquitous Wi‐Fi connectivity is not only expected, but is
paramount to the way today’s consumers gain instantaneous access to the Internet wherever they go.
Wi‐Fi allows us to decentralize and expand, but stay even more connected to family, friends, and work.
Wi‐Fi can have a greater range outdoors – many square miles – than it does indoors. Not being tethered
to computers, laptops, and other conventional devices and going beyond the inherent limitations of
bricks and mortar is becoming the standard in our digital society.

5

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wi‐Fi
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One of the challenges the Region faces is breaking the Wi‐Fi barriers that impede the ability to connect
anywhere, anytime. Uninterrupted, reliable, robust, and secure Wi‐Fi service has significant implications
to achieving greater economic diversification and growth, and will:


benefit local businesses by encouraging consumers to patronize their services



increase a consumer’s buying power and enhance their overall experience



enable a safer environment through better public safety and security efforts



help promote cities and urban areas as destination places

Throughout the country, some cities recognize Wi‐Fi’s capacity to make location extremely relevant and
increase the drive for a competitive advantage. These cities have begun setting up their own wireless
networks – known as municipal Wi‐Fi – either wholly government owned or through public‐private
arrangements with telecommunications companies. These types of networks go beyond the established
practice of connecting to Wi‐Fi at local coffee shops and libraries. Universal service that covers the city is
more economical, enhances city services, and serves as a social service, providing connectivity to those
who cannot afford private high speed Internet. Cities need to be WiFi‐friendly to attract and encourage
visitors and businesses to cluster into the downtown and urban areas.
However, Wi‐Fi deployment does have some unique challenges. For example, which downtown areas
deserve the most focus and attention? Should the network be municipally owned and operated, or shall
a public‐partnership be formed to control it? What types of Wi‐Fi networks are available – cloud
solutions or zones, better known as “hot spots”? How feasible are they to deploy? Who should share the
burden of the costs for wireless infrastructure, and how is such infrastructure maximized to its fullest
potential? And finally, who are the key stakeholders that need to be engaged and educated about Wi‐Fi
technologies?
To support the implementation of Wi‐Fi throughout the Region’s cities, the RBPT defined several key
goals to respond to these challenges and help shape the future of Wi‐Fi.
G O A L S.O.8.1: I D E N T I F Y P O S S I B L E W I ‐F I P R O J E C T A R E A S .
The implementers may conduct an inventory of downtown and urban areas in the Region to determine
if free Wi‐Fi is available. The team may form a partnership with the Main Street West Virginia
organization. Main Street West Virginia is one of the programs identified by the RBPT as a creditable
resource to help lead the Region’s efforts to expand Wi‐Fi utilization and adoption. This program
provides assistance to West Virginia’s 12 certified Main Street communities to tackle complex issues
throughout the state. The Main Street West Virginia communities located in the Region are:


Charleston East End



Charleston West Side

Once the inventory is developed, areas without Wi‐Fi will be prioritized.
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G O A L S.O.8.2: F O R M U L A T E A S T R A T E G Y T O P R O V I D E S U P P O R T F O R A D D R E S S I N G W I ‐F I
SERVICE GAPS.
The implementers may study best practices where Wi‐Fi has been successfully implemented and utilized
(e.g., South Charleston), and contact local wireless internet providers and networking companies to
identify potential solutions and partners. Using this information, the implementers may develop a
template to help facilitate Wi‐Fi projects in targeted areas identified in Goal S.O.8.1. The template would
identify:


Best practices in deploying urban Wi‐Fi



Potential network technologies/architectures



Costs



Potential funding opportunities

The template will define a model that can be adjusted and replicated by other cities and municipalities
in the Region.
G O A L S.O.8.3: E D U C A T E L O C A L L E A D E R S A N D C O N S T I T U E N T S A B O U T T H E I M P O R T A N C E A N D
B E N E F I T S O F W I ‐F I .
The most effective way to garner support to expand city‐wide Wi‐Fi access is to educate local public
officials, business leaders, and other key constituents about the benefits that Wi‐Fi brings to the
community. The implementers may present the benefits of Wi‐Fi and the template module to an
audience of public officials, local businesses, educators, and other community leaders. Key discussion
areas will include:


Wireless internet is an asset not a liability



Wi‐Fi has improved the quality of life for residents and businesses



The costs, technology, trends, and issues



Funding sources to absorb the upfront costs



Recruiting the cities’ technology experts to assist with efforts

The implementers may help coordinate and support local Wi‐Fi projects and planning efforts.
P E R F O R M A N C E M E A S U R E S – S T R A T E G I C O B J E C T I V E S.O.8:


Number of cities and urban areas that implement Wi‐Fi services

I MPLEMENTATION
The strategic plan will be provided to the State and local government for implementation. The Council
will assist its members, as needed, in project planning and preparing applications for funding. The
following implementation matrices and schedule were developed as recommendations to assist
implementation.
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I MPLEMENTATION M ATRIX
The following matrix outlines the eight (8) strategic objectives and details the goals and action items necessary to implement the strategy. The
matrix can be used as a management tool to assist in the implementation process and will be updated and amended as necessary.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE S.O.1: Educate Individuals and Businesses About the Benefits and Opportunities Broadband Offers
Goals
Action Item
1. Conduct a gap analysis to identify and inventory suitable broadband programs that are
readily available, cost‐effective, and pertinent.
2. Identify broadband programs with educational value that needs to be created and
S.O.1.1: Conduct a gap analysis on
developed.
existing programs.
3. Collaborate with key stakeholders (non‐profit groups, public agencies, anchor
institutions, etc.) to develop and support new programs.
4. Work with local facilities to serve as training venues.
1. Partner with key stakeholders and organizations to help
 AARP – provide outreach and training support to targeted audiences
 Workforce WV – open access to computer labs for the public
 School districts – host youth‐based classes that provide an overview of the basics
2. Host training events at anchor institutions/facilities (i.e., recreation centers) that have
computers available for public use. The following is a list of possible training ideas:
 Create a series of videos to help parents teach children to use computers
 Demonstrate how to connect to family and friends, watch TV, and find
entertainment through the Internet
 Develop a basic, hands‐on IT 101 class to:
S.O.1.2: Promote existing
o Teach basic Internet principles and computer skills
educational opportunities and
services.
o Access the Internet safely
o Learn general digital literacy terms
o Access resources and why, for example:
 Shopping
 News and information
 Education
 Government communications and services
 Health care
 Entertainment and social media
o Use M.S. Office
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE S.O.1: Educate Individuals and Businesses About the Benefits and Opportunities Broadband Offers
Goals
Action Item
o Use M.S. Access (teach high school level students prior to college)
 Provide e‐commerce classes to businesses to demonstrate how to:
o Conduct sales and services online
o Find buyers and/or suppliers
3. Take advantage of online business applications
1. Collaborate with stakeholders and other resources to develop broadband educational
programs not currently offered.
S.O.1.3: Work with stakeholders
2. Join/partner with the Multi‐State Information Sharing and Analysis Center (MS‐ISAC) to
to develop necessary courses that
learn about cyber security issues and risks.
are not offered.
3. Recommend that courses be practical, hands‐on training, and focus on parents, students,
and the older population.
S.O.1.4: Promote discount
programs and equipment.

1.
2.

Monitor federal programs and encourage provider involvement.
Evaluate, pursue, and promote programs that provide home computer subsidies,
discounted equipment, and technical support.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE S.O.2: Encourage Broadband Providers’ Involvement Early in the Planning and Development Process
Goals
Action Item
1. Meet with broadband providers to:
 gain an understanding of their current involvement in the early stages of
S.O.2.1: Include broadband
development planning process
providers as early as possible in
 gain an understanding of specific value broadband providers can bring to the process
the development approval
 gather as much information as possible regarding the location of current
process.
infrastructure and its capacity (both lit and dark fiber)
 identify a contact person/liaison with each provider for future communication
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE S.O.2: Encourage Broadband Providers’ Involvement Early in the Planning and Development Process
Goals
Action Item
2. Meet with local economic development organizations and planning officials to:
 introduce these groups to the broadband strategy
 gain their buy‐in and support for the strategy
 invite their participation as a partner in strategy implementation
 identify collaborative ways for the groups to participate in the strategy
implementation
 identify specific times/milestones in the planning process where broadband
providers should be included in the process
 agree upon how and when broadband providers will be invited to participate
 provide the contact information for the liaison from each provider organization
3. Coordinate with staff members of planning departments and economic development
organizations to:
 Provide briefings to planning commissions and economic development organization
boards
 Demonstrate the importance of the broadband plan to the region
1. Establish primary points of contacts from each broadband provider to:
 maximize collaborative efforts in strategy implementation
S.O.2.2: Develop a liaison with
 serve as liaisons to planning and economic development groups
each broadband provider in the
area.
 ensure consistency and efficiency in the inclusionary process
2. Circulate contact information to all regional planning and economic development groups
S.O.2.3: Collaborate to identify
1. Use framework from S.O.7 to collaborate with providers, local government officials, and
optimal locations for infrastructure
other stakeholders to Identify and prioritize optimal locations
expansion.
1. Conduct meetings with county and municipal planning departments to:
 Gather information on comprehensive plans
 Discuss the importance of including broadband strategies in the plans
S.O.2.4: Work with county and
local planning directors to ensure
2. Make recommendations to local planning departments for comprehensive plan updates
that broadband infrastructure is
or amendments
included in their comprehensive
3. Provide input and technical assistance as needed regarding broadband infrastructure
plans.
requirements
4. Identify and engage partners who are subject‐matter experts with the technical
expertise to assist in the process
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE S.O.2: Encourage Broadband Providers’ Involvement Early in the Planning and Development Process
Goals
Action Item
1. Encourage local planning officials to amend zoning and subdivision and land
S.O.2.5: Work with county and
development ordinances to include broadband requirements
local planning directors to
2. Provide best practice examples of subdivision ordinances with similar requirements
incorporate the provision of
3. Provide technical assistance to planning officials as needed in developing ordinance
broadband infrastructure in
amendments
current planning policy as
4. Identify and engage partners who are subject‐matter experts with the technical
appropriate.
expertise to assist in this process
1.
2.
S.O.2.6: Partner with local
governments and economic
development organizations to
advance public funding requests.

3.

Coordinate regular meetings of a collaborate group to identify funding opportunities
Identify projects where collaborative efforts could maximize funding opportunities to
advance projects
Assist with requirements of grant applications as related to broadband infrastructure
development
 Ensures that technical aspects of the project are adequate and accurate
 Delivers a clear, concise, compelling message

Time Frame

Year 1/Quarter 2

Year 1/Quarter 2,
Ongoing

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE S.O.3: Advocate and Support Changes to Legislation that Affect Broadband Availability and Deployment Through Outreach to Local
Officials
Goals

Action Item
1.

Identify issues that require legislative support to improve the deployment and
availability of broadband throughout the region

2.

Monitor local and federal legislative opportunities

1.

Develop position papers on key issues to identify the
 necessary action, and
 benefits of the change in legislation or regulation
Develop outreach strategy to ensure all supports have identical information
Identify key stakeholders (i.e., local officials, state legislators and agencies, congressional
representatives, USDA, etc.)

S.O.3.1: Identify legislative issues.

S.O.3.2: Develop position papers
and outreach strategy.

S.O.3.3: Meet with local, state and
federal officials.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE S.O.4: Support/Advocate Broadband Services To Un‐Served Areas In The Region
Goals
Action Item
1. Utilize state address point data and Type I, II, and III and FCC shape files to develop initial
list
S.O.4.1: Inventory households and
2. Review list of individuals and businesses that reported no broadband availability on the
businesses.
survey
3. Finalize the inventory
1. Develop a survey tool and Letter of Intent
2. Survey individuals and businesses
3. Analyze data to determine if priority areas or regions exist
S.O.4.2: Aggregate demand.
4. Develop profile of priority areas and level of interest
5. Potentially seek funding from the State Broadband Deployment Council to assist with
demand aggregation
1. Develop a list of current and potential providers
2. Present the providers with an overview of the opportunity
S.O.4.3: Engage broadband
3. Gauge provider community ability and willingness to provide services
provider community.
4. Hold a provider conference or a request for information process
5. Potentially work with provider community to identify barriers to expand services
1. Monitor the progress of potential disruptive technologies that may potentially serve the
identified areas
S.O.4.4: Monitor and support the
 white space spectrum
implementation of disruptive
 power lines
technologies to provide broadband
to unnerved areas.
 satellite
2. If proven to work, support funding efforts and pilot programs in the region.
1. Meet with representative from the State Broadband Deployment Council and Mapping
project to discuss opportunities
2. Share any barriers of entry identified by the providers with the state
S.O.4.5: Discuss opportunity with
3. Catalog any potential state assistance, including timelines, eligible uses, and next steps
the state.
4. Help eligible applicants apply for funding
5. Track targeted communities that gain broadband access
1. Develop a list of foundations that support broadband expansion efforts
S.O.4.6: Engage foundations for
2. Draft a message statement that identifies potential opportunities and demand for the
assistance.
regions
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE S.O.4: Support/Advocate Broadband Services To Un‐Served Areas In The Region
Goals
Action Item
3. Present the foundations with an overview of the opportunity and identify potential
assistance
1. Research both municipal and public‐private partnership (P3) opportunities to meet
demand
2. Develop an initial business plan that identifies
 capital cost
S.O.4.7: Consider municipal or P3
 operation cost
options.
 ownership
 organizational structure, and
 potential partners
3.

Time Frame

Year 3/Quarters 1‐3

Identify potential funding sources

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE S.O.5: Advance The Recommendation Of Increasing The State’s Minimum Speed Standards To 20 Mbps Down/5 Mbps Up By 2015
Goals
Action Item
Time Frame

S.O.5.1: Engage broadband
providers.

S.O.5.2: Support local school
districts and the department of
education goal to achieve the
following recommended speed
criteria.

RIC

1.

Develop a message statement to share with providers that includes the following:
 RBPT survey results
 State speed test
 Region 3’s speed objectives
 Unserved and underserved aggregate demand results

2.

Meet with providers and identify commitment and time frame to reach goals

3.

Identify any barriers to meeting speed goals

4.

Seek commitments from the providers to meet the standards

5.

Monitor speed test on a periodic basis

1.

Coordinate a meeting with local school districts and Department of Education

2.

Help identify and support potential funding opportunities to upgrade broadband services
to local schools
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE S.O.5: Advance The Recommendation Of Increasing The State’s Minimum Speed Standards To 20 Mbps Down/5 Mbps Up By 2015
Goals
Action Item
Time Frame
1. Monitor potential projects and partners, and support education, outreach, and funding
opportunities to develop fiber backbone
S.O.5.3: Encourage build‐out of a
2.
Support
legislation that removes impediments to the development of a major fiber
major fiber backbone in the region
Ongoing
backbone
to support expansion of
broadband.
3. Research the possibility of the Dow Tech Park having a major fiber backbone connection
4. If Park does support a backbone, identify who owns it and how to utilize it
1. Meet with representatives from the State Broadband Deployment Council and Mapping
project to discuss opportunities and obstacles
S.O.5.4: Coordinate with the state.
Year 2/Quarter 2
2. Catalog any potential state assistance, including timelines, eligible uses, and next steps
3. Assist in the development of funding application
1. Identify franchise holders
2. Meet with local governments to discuss the importance of broadband and their
willingness to negotiate for broadband speed rates
3. Benchmark current data agreements
Year 2/Quarters 2‐4,
4. Develop a list identifying renegotiation dates for each municipality
S.O.5.5: Engage cable franchises.
Ongoing
5. Contact municipality before contract negotiations
6.

Track agreements negotiated with speed rates and implementation time frame

7.

Monitor cable franchise agreements for speed goal inclusion

1.

Encourage new broadband providers to enter the market and provide services in
accordance with speed goals (if incumbents are unable/unwilling)
Identify potential target providers that currently provide services in WV, and surrounding
out‐of‐state services.
Develop a regional profile highlighting the current economic and broadband
environment.
Meet with targeted providers, share the regional profile, and gauge their willingness to
service the region.
Assist in the development and support of federal and/or state funding opportunities to
help new providers enter the region.

2.
S.O.5.6: Engage new broadband
providers.

3.
4.
5.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE S.O.6: Identify and Monitor Funding and Financing Sources to Support Implementation of Broadband Strategy
Goals
Action Item
1. Evaluate and prioritize costs associated with each targeted initiative.
S.O.6.1.: Develop a
2. Develop a detailed accounting of sources and uses (funding matrix initially developed
comprehensive funding strategy.
and referenced in this Plan).
3. Review, prioritize, and determine which applicable funding programs to pursue.
1. Develop application(s) with all supporting documentation.
2. Include a concise Executive Summary.
3. Submit application(s) to the appropriate administering agency.
4. Conduct outreach to local officials and stakeholders to ensure support.
5. Engage the administering agency, or source, to voice support for the request and
encourage its approval.
6. Facilitate and monitor the funds draw‐down process to ensure compliance and maximize
the fiscal benefit of the award.
7. Keep elected officials up to date and engaged in the RBPT’s initiatives.
8. Assign a resource to facilitate and manage the application process. The funding resource
S.O.6.2: Implementation of the
would:
funding strategy.
 Monitor and identify various grant and loan opportunities including:
o Activity on the Bonds to be issued through the West Virginia IJDC.
o Statewide grant programs similar to the PSEG grants.
o FCC’s Connect America program.
o Possible future coal severance money to apply towards broadband
infrastructure development and deployment.
 Conduct legislative outreach to stay abreast of relevant legislation.
 Periodically review and augment the funding matrix to include new, viable funding
sources and remove obsolete programs.
 Distribute updated funding information among all RBPT members and stakeholders
involved in the implementation of the plan.
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Time Frame

Year 2/Quarter 1

Year 2/Quarter 2,
Ongoing
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE S.O.7: Identify and Market Growth Areas to Support Economic Development and Broadband Expansion
Goals
Action Item
1. Identify and engage partners for this task (i.e., county and municipal planners and
economic development organizations)
S.O.7.1: Assess the availability of
broadband services to existing and
2. Leveraging the background section of the Plan as a foundation, conduct a thorough
planned business parks,
regional inventory of
commercial centers, and
 existing and planned business and industrial parks, sites, and buildings
designated growth areas.
 locally designated growth areas, including brown field sites and post‐mining sites
S.O.7.2: Prioritize inventory of
existing and planned business
parks, commercial centers and
designated growth areas for
broadband expansion.
S.O.7.3: Encourage statewide
policy decisions to facilitate
broadband expansion.
S.O.7.4: Leverage local incentives
to attract private investment in
broadband expansion.

1.

Develop criteria for prioritizing infrastructure development in areas without broadband
access

2.

Use the developed criteria to rate and prioritize broadband infrastructure investment

1.

Meet with the West Virginia Department of Transportation to encourage the “dig once”
philosophy/legislation with future highway improvements and/or expansions

Year 3/Quarter 2

Year 3/Quarter 2

2.

Include dark fiber as part of future highway/infrastructure improvements

3.

Collaborate with local governments and economic development organizations to identify
potential private investors in broadband infrastructure
Offer local incentives to attract private investment

4.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE S.O.8: Support Implementation of Wi‐Fi Technology Throughout Downtown and Urban Areas
Goals
Action Item
1. Conduct a comprehensive review of Wi‐Fi inventory/availability of downtown and urban
areas
 Seek volunteers to help assess areas
 Conduct outreach to local businesses to determine if free Wi‐Fi is available
 Clearly document where service is available and gaps exist
S.O.8.1.: Identify possible Wi‐Fi
project areas.
2. Partner with the Main Street West Virginia State program
 Reach out to the Main Street Coordinator to encourage participation and
collaboration
 Review and discuss current, successfully implemented Wi‐Fi projects
3. Prioritize areas identified through the inventory
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Year 3/Quarter 3,
Ongoing
Year 3/Quarter 3,
Ongoing

Time Frame

Year 3/Quarter 1
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE S.O.8: Support Implementation of Wi‐Fi Technology Throughout Downtown and Urban Areas
Goals
Action Item
1. Work with leaders in South Charleston to gather information on best practices for
implementing Wi‐Fi
2. Reach out to local wireless internet providers and networking companies to
 form partnerships
 find potential solutions
S.O.8.2.: Formulate a strategy to
3. Develop a template to help facilitate Wi‐Fi projects in targeted areas identified in Goal
provide support for addressing
S.O.8.1.
Wi‐Fi service gaps.
 The template would include:
o Best practices in deploying urban Wi‐Fi
o Recommended network technologies/architectures
o Costs
o Potential funding opportunities
4. Employ best practices found in other city/urban Wi‐Fi implementation
1. Demonstrate to an audience of public officials, local businesses, educators, and other
community leaders the benefits of Wi‐Fi
2. Include key discussion areas:
 Wireless internet is an asset not a liability
S.O.8.3.: Educate local leaders and
 Wi‐Fi has improved the quality of life for residents and businesses
constituents about the importance
 The costs, technology, trends, and issues
and benefits of Wi‐Fi.
 Funding sources to absorb the upfront costs
 Recruiting the cities’ technology experts to assist with efforts
3. Help coordinate and support local Wi‐Fi projects and planning efforts
 Periodically review progress of projects
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R ESOURCE C ONSIDERATION
One of the biggest challenges facing the RBPT is identifying the necessary resources (e.g., people,
funding, and materials) to successfully implement the broadband strategic plan. The following matrix
outlines funding program that may be used to support the implementation of the strategic plan. It
provides program name, eligible uses, and timeframe for application.
Funding Overview
Program

Uses

Window of Opportunity

Appalachian
Regional
Commission (ARC) ‐
Area Development
Program

Project activities must be consistent with
ARC/State of West Virginia Goals,
Objectives, and Strategies. FY 2013 Goals
include the following:
 Increase job opportunities and per capita
income in Appalachia to reach parity with
the nation
 Strengthen the capacity of the people of
Appalachia to compete in the global
economy
 Develop and improve Appalachia's
infrastructure to make the region
economically competitive
The highest priorities for the ARC program
are in water, sewer, and telecommunication
projects that lead to job creation or address
a critical community need (such as public
health). Please note that ARC is a regional
economic development agency, and
therefore, requests for ARC assistance
should focus on economic development.

Submit applications through the state ARC
office (West Virginia Development Office).
Applications for FY2013 ARC funding are due on
January 31, 2013. Approval of applications is a
two‐step process: West Virginia Development
Office staff reviews projects and
recommendations are made to the Governor
for approval. Projects are then forwarded to
ARC for final approval.

USDA Rural
Broadband Loan
Program

Broadband loans provide funding for: the
construction, improvement, and acquisition
of all facilities required to provide service at
the broadband lending speed to rural areas,
including facilities required for providing
other services over the same facilities; the
cost of leasing facilities required to provide
service at the broadband lending speed if
such lease qualifies as a capital lease under
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
(GAAP); and an acquisition, under certain
circumstances, and with restrictions.

Applications can be submitted throughout the
year and will be reviewed and processed on a
first‐come, first‐served basis according to the
time the application is received.
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Funding Overview

Program

Distance Learning
and Telemedicine
(DLT)
CFDA # ‐ 10.855

Community Connect
Grant Program
CFDA # ‐ 10.863

Uses

Window of Opportunity

Purposes eligible for 100% grant,
combination loan/grant, and 100% loan:
 Acquisition of eligible capital assets
(interactive video equipment, audio and
video equipment, terminal equipment,
data terminal equipment, inside wiring,
computer hardware and software,
computer network components, and
other facilities that further DLT services)
 Acquisition of instructional programming
that is a capital asset
 Acquisition of technical assistance and
instruction for using eligible equipment

Funds may be used to build broadband
infrastructure and establish a community
center that offers free public access to
broadband for two years.

Telecommunications
Infrastructure Loan
Program

Loan funds may be used to finance
telecommunications services in rural areas
for:‐ Improvements‐ Expansions‐
Construction‐ Acquisitions (cost of
acquisition must be incidental to cost of
improvements in loan)‐ Refinancing (amount
refinanced cannot exceed 40% of loan
amount)

Expansion of 911
Access Loan
Program

This program will finance the construction of
interoperable, integrated public safety
communications networks in rural areas.
The program will also finance wireless
upgrades for public safety and security.
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The application window for 100% grants is
announced annually (typically after the first of
the year) through a Notice of Funds Availability
(NOFA) in the Federal Register.
DLT 100% loan and loan/grant combination
applications are accepted year‐round and are
non‐competitive.

In FY 2012, funding through the Community
Connect program was announced in May 2012,
and applications were due in June 2012.
Funding for FY 2013 has not yet been
announced.

Applications are accepted year‐round.

Applications are accepted year‐round.
Applications are accepted through the RUS
Telecommunications Infrastructure Loan
Program.
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Funding Overview

Program

Rural Health Care
Program

Uses

Window of Opportunity

Telecommunications Services and Charges:
ATM, Centrex, DSL, Ethernet, Fiber,
Fractional T1, Frame Relay, Internet Access
Charges, ISDN, Mileage‐related Charges,
MPLS, NRS, OC‐1, OC‐3, Refundant Circuit,
Satellite Service, Telephone Service, T1, T3,
or DS3
Internet Services and Charges: Monthly
Internet access charges
 E‐mail
 Web hosting
 DSL

Schools and
Libraries Program

RIC

Eligible services are organized in five
sections that represent the five funding
categories established by the FCC plus a
miscellaneous section that is applicable to
multiple categories:
 Telecommunications Services
 Telecommunications
 Internet Access
 Internal Connections
 Basic Maintenance
 Miscellaneous
Only eligible products or services that will be
used for educational purposes can be
considered for funding. See the Eligible
Services List (ESL) for more information.
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Applications are accepted annually. The USAC
funding year runs from July 1 through June 30.
The RHC accepts the first form in the
application process (FCC Form 465) for the
upcoming funding year in the spring of each
year and will accept them until June 30 of the
following year. To ensure a full year of support,
applicants should submit the FCC Form 465
before June 1. FCC Form 465 outlines the HCP’s
requested services and must be posted on
USAC's website for a minimum of 28 days to
allow service providers to bid on the requested
services. Once the 28‐day bidding period has
expired, the HCP’s choose a service provider
and submit FCC Form 466 and/or Form 466A for
each service requested. USAC reviews and
approves each Form 466/A and issues a funding
commitment letter. The service provider then
reduces the HCP's rate for the
telecommunications/Internet services, and the
service provider is issued a credit for the
difference.
Applications are accepted annually. The USAC
funding year runs from July 1 through June 30.
 Submit Form 470 at least 28 days before
filing Form 471
 Submit Form 471 – This form will be
available in early November to early
February preceding the start of the Funding
Year (exact dates for each funding year will
be posted on the website). Must be received
or postmarked no later than 11:59 p.m. EST
on the last day of the Form 471 filing
window.
 Submit Form 486 ‐ Received or postmarked
no later than 120 days after the date of the
Funding Commitment Decision Letter or 120
days after the Service Start Date, whichever
is later
 Form 472/474 ‐ Received or postmarked no
later than 120 days after the date of the
Form 486 Notification Letter or 120 days
after the last date to receive service,
whichever is later
The program is currently being rolled out across
the nation. Applications will be accepted on an
ongoing basis.
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Funding Overview

Program

Connect to Compete

HRSA Rural Health
Grants

RIC

Uses

Window of Opportunity

Internet: $9.95 per month, high‐speed
Internet for free school lunch families (no
deposit or contract required; no installation
or equipment fees; price lock for two years)
Computers: $150 laptop or desktop
computer for free school lunch families
Free Training: Free digital literacy training
online
Licensure Portability is a competitive grant
program that provides support for state
professional licensing boards to carry out
programs under which licensing boards of
various states cooperate to develop and
implement state policies that will reduce
statutory and regulatory barriers to
telemedicine.
Telehealth Network is a competitive grant
program that funds projects that
demonstrate the use of telehealth networks
to improve healthcare services for medically
underserved populations in urban, rural, and
frontier communities.
Telehealth Resource Center is a competitive
grant program that provides support for the
establishment and development of
Telehealth Resource Centers (TRCs). These
centers are to assist healthcare
organizations, healthcare networks, and
healthcare providers in the implementation
of cost‐effective telehealth programs to
serve rural and medically underserved areas
and populations.
Telehealth Resource Center Grant Program
(G22) The purpose of the Telehealth
Resource Center Grant Program (TRCGP) is
to support the establishment and
development of Telehealth Resource
Centers. The Centers are to be an impartial,
independent source of technical assistance
to healthcare organizations, healthcare
networks, and healthcare providers in the
implementation of cost‐effective, telehealth
programs to serve rural and medically
underserved areas and populations. This
opportunity will fund three different types
of resource centers: a national resource
center, two regional telehealth resource
centers, and two telehome care resource
centers.
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The program is currently being rolled out across
the nation.Applications will be accepted on an
ongoing basis.

HRSA‐13‐166 Telehealth Network Grant
Program
 Apply at Grants.gov by February 13
HRSA‐13‐167 Telehealth Resource Center Grant
Program
 Apply at Grants.gov by February 25
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Funding Overview

Program

Uses

Window of Opportunity

Media Democracy
Fund

Areas of recent interest include, but are not
limited to, the following:
 Expanding/diversifying the base of
constituencies engaged in creating a
media environment that serves their
communities.
 Responding to the urgent need to keep
the Internet and mobile web open.
 Creating policies that promote access to
and adoption of affordable broadband
services in underserved areas.
 Equitable spectrum allocation and
expanding low‐power radio licenses.
 Promoting policies that preserve
journalism and public media.
 Rebalancing the copyright regime.

The Media Democracy Fund provides grants
annually in December and maintains the
capacity to support grantees’ direct and
grassroots lobbying efforts. The Rapid
Response Fund provides grants throughout the
year for unanticipated policy threats or
opportunities. The Rapid Response Fund has
been established to respond to unanticipated
threats or opportunities that may arise outside
of MDF’s regular grant cycles.

Community
Development Block
Grant (CDBG)
Program

Projects must either assist in eliminating
blight or primarily (51% or greater of service
area) serve low‐income individuals. Uses
related to potential broadband service:
 Acquisition of real property
 Public facilities and improvements and
privately owned utilities
 Clearance, rehabilitation, reconstruction,
and construction of buildings
 Public services (must provide a new
service or a quantifiable increase in
existing service)
 Public services can include computer
training and education programs
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Applications to the state are typically due by
mid‐March.
Each entitlement city has its own project
selection and award process.
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Funding Overview

Program

Tax Increment
Financing (TIF)

Sales Tax Increment
Financing (STIF)

RIC

Uses

Window of Opportunity

 Infrastructure construction or repair
(sewers, storm drainage, street
construction/expansion, water supply
access expansion, park improvements,
bridge construction/repair, curb/sidewalk
improvements, devices for traffic control,
street lighting, etc.)
 Land acquisition
 Land improvements (building demolition,
brownfield remediation, site
improvements, etc.)
 Community revitalization construction
(landscaping, street lighting)
 Development or redevelopment of an
area for housing, housing developments,
public facilities, or industrial or
commercial development
 New infrastructure for housing
developments, housing, or industrial or
commercial development
 Other development that eliminates
unsanitary or unsafe conditions; reduces
overcrowding in the area, reduces traffic
congestion, eliminates traffic hazards, or
eliminates obsolete or detrimental uses
to the area
 Other capital improvements to the area
 Any other projects deemed appropriate
by the county/municipality
Counties and municipalities may create
economic opportunity development districts
with state legislature approval and use state
sales tax increment for up to 30 years to
finance certain development costs, including
transportation infrastructure, property
acquisition, utilities, etc.
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N/A

N/A
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Funding Overview

Program

Business
Improvement
District (BID)

Neighborhood
Investment Program
(NIP)

RIC

Uses

Window of Opportunity

 Beautification of the district (landscaping,
benches, decorations, etc.)
 Provision of public services (sanitation,
security, construction of public facilities)
 Payment of principal or interest on bonds
issued by the municipality for public
improvements in the district
 Financial support for public
transportation and public parking
facilities
 Constructing, operating, and maintaining
parking facilities
 Developing plans for architectural design
of public areas and developing plans for
the future development of the district
 Developing, supporting, and promoting
community events
 Providing administrative costs for a
district management program
 Providing any other services which the
municipality or district board is
authorized to perform
Eligible activities: Projects generally eligible
for program participation include but are
not limited to the following:
 Health clinics
 Homeless shelters
 Educational programs
 Housing programs
 Preservation/revitalization activities
 Domestic violence shelters
 Children's shelters
 Meal delivery programs
 Senior citizens' centers
 Community foundations
 Scholarship programs
 Hospice care
 Transportation programs
 Day care centers
 Counseling services
 Services for the disabled
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N/A

Annual application process. Applications are
due on June 15 each year
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T IMELINE & S CHEDULE
The matrix below provides a high‐level implementation schedule. Since the objectives are presented in priority order, the schedule assumes
starting the top 3 Strategic Objectives in year one, the second 3 strategic objectives in year two and the last 2 strategic objectives in year three.
The schedule may change according to available funding and local implementation champions. Green lines represent initial implementation
time and blue lines represent ongoing support efforts.
Strategic Objective & Goals
Strategic Objective S.O.1
Goal S.O.1.1
Goal S.O.1.2
Goal S.O.1.3
Goal S.O.1.4
Strategic Objective S.O.2
Goal S.O.2.1
Goal S.O.2.2
Goal S.O.2.3
Goal S.O.2.4
Goal S.O.2.5
Goal S.O.2.6
Strategic Objective S.O.3
Goal S.O.3.1
Goal S.O.3.2
Goal S.O.3.3
Strategic Objective S.O.4
Goal S.O.4.1
Goal S.O.4.2
Goal S.O.4.3
Goal S.O.4.4
Goal S.O.4.5
Goal S.O.4.6
Goal S.O.4.7
Strategic Objective S.O.5
Goal S.O.5.1
RIC

Yr. 1/Qtr. 1

Yr. 1/Qtr. 2

Yr. 1/Qtr. 3

Yr. 1/Qtr. 4

Yr. 2/Qtr. 1
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Yr. 2/Qtr. 2

Yr. 2/Qtr. 3

Yr. 2/Qtr. 4

Yr. 3/Qtr. 1

Yr. 3/Qtr. 2

Yr. 3/Qtr. 3

Yr. 3/Qtr. 4
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Strategic Objective & Goals
Goal S.O.5.2
Goal S.O.5.3
Goal S.O.5.4
Goal S.O.5.5
Goal S.O.5.6
Strategic Objective S.O.6
Goal S.O.6.1
Goal S.O.6.2
Strategic Objective S.O.7
Goal S.O.7.1
Goal S.O.7.2
Goal S.O.7.3
Goal S.O.7.4
Strategic Objective S.O.8
Goal S.O.8.1
Goal S.O.8.2
Goal S.O.8.3
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Yr. 1/Qtr. 1

Yr. 1/Qtr. 2
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Yr. 1/Qtr. 3

Yr. 1/Qtr. 4

Yr. 2/Qtr. 1
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Yr. 2/Qtr. 2

Yr. 2/Qtr. 3

Yr. 2/Qtr. 4

Yr. 3/Qtr. 1

Yr. 3/Qtr. 2

Yr. 3/Qtr. 3

Yr. 3/Qtr. 4
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P ERFORMANCE M ETRICS
The RBPT has identified the following metrics to track the success of the broadband strategic plan.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

METRICS


Number of courses provided



Number of students participation



Increases in broadband utilization



The number of counties and municipalities that
regularly include broadband providers in the
development planning process.



The number of new developments that provide
broadband infrastructure as a standard amenity.



The number of counties and municipalities that
incorporate broadband in their comprehensive
plans and regulatory ordinances.



The frequency of and participation in meetings
with local governments and economic
development organizations to advance public
funding requests.



The amount of funding that is secured through
collaborative efforts to support broadband
infrastructure development.

S.O.3: Advocate and support changes to legislation
that affect broadband availability and development
through outreach to local officials.



Number of legislative initiatives supported



Number of legislative initiatives implemented

S.O.4: Support/advocate broadband services to un‐
served areas in the Region.



Targeted communities that gain broadband
access

S.O.5: Advance the recommendation of increasing the
state’s minimum speed standards to 20 mbps down/5
mbps up by 2015.



Speed test data



Cable franchise agreements that meet speed
objectives

S.O.6: Identify and monitor funding and financing
sources to support implementation of broadband
strategy.



The number of funding opportunities sought.



The amount of funding secured.

S.O.1: Educate individuals and businesses about the
benefits and opportunities broadband offers

S.O.2: Encourage broadband providers’ involvement
early in the planning and development process.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

METRICS

S.O.7: Identify and market growth areas to support
economic development and broadband expansion.

S.O.8: Support implementation of Wi‐Fi technology
throughout downtown and urban areas.
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Increased number of business that gain access to
competitive broadband services



The number of targeted growth areas and sites
that gain access to adequate broadband services



The number and frequency of surveys conducted



Number of cities and urban areas that
implement Wi‐Fi services
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A PPENDIX A: B ROADBAND M APS
NAME OF MAP

PAGE NUMBER

Number of Broadband Providers

A‐2

State Broadband Type Descriptions

A‐3

Addressed Facilities Located in State Priority Areas

A‐4

Total Survey Respondents

A‐5

Survey Respondents Indicating No Broadband Access Compared to Number of Providers

A‐6

Survey Respondents Indicating No Broadband Access Compared to Priority Types

A‐7

Survey Respondents Below FCC Speed Definition Compared to Number of Providers

A‐8

Survey Respondents Below FCC Speed Definition Compared to Priority Types

A‐9

Anchor Institutions by Building Type

A‐
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City of Plano Comprehensive Plan
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Mount Vernon Comprehensive Plan

C‐7

City of Blacksburg Comprehensive Plan
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